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Traditional Ownership of the Awabakal Language 
 

The Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association Inc., does not claim “ownership” or “copyright” of 
the Awabakal language itself. The Awabakal language belongs to the traditional Awabakal people 
and any of its descendents. The Awabakal language also belongs to Awabakal country, and in the 
understanding of Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association, it is the Aboriginal language that is 
most apt and appropriate to be spoken within the boundaries of traditional Awabakal country. 

The Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association invites all Aboriginal people living in Awabakal 
country to become familiar with and attempt to learn or at least use some fragments of the 
Awabakal language to preserve its unique culture and reanimate its rhythm and melody to ring 
through Awabakal country (Parai Awabakalkoba) once again. 

It may interest the reader to explain why the language, its people and culture is written ‘Awabakal’ 
but the organisation spells the word ‘Arwarbukarl’. The spelling in the corporate name derives from 
an early attempt to standardise a spelling system for the language, which was subsequently 
superseded by the one used herein. Nonetheless, it seemed appropriate to distinguish the name for 
the language, its people and culture and the corporate name for the organisation. 

 

Language Protocol 

We at the Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association, ask you all to honour this language, and, 
should you study it, that you use it in a respectful manner and that you do not exploit the 
language—its words, phrases, sentences, grammar or idioms—for the purposes of a commercial 
gimmick alone. 

We ask any of you, who may wish to name any object, place or organisation including amateur 
groups such as sporting, theatre or other community groups and non-profit organisational events 
such as charity drives and whatever else, that you observe protocols and first contact the 
Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association for advice on whether it is fitting do so, and also to 
ensure that the Awabakal expression desired is the most grammatically, lexically and idiomatically 
apt expression insofar as can be reasonably determined at the time of the proposed naming. 
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Preface 

The Awabakal Dictionary – Community Edition (ADCE) comprises a triad of bilingual dictionaries: 
The Illustrated Awabakal Dictionary (IAD), The Awabakal English to Awabakal Dictionary (AEAD) and 
The Awabakal Original Spelling to English Dictionary (AOSED). The head-word entries of the IAD are 
Awabakal words and suffixes represented in the Adopted Standard Orthography, developed by the 
Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association (see Layout of Dictionary, for more details about how 
entries are set out). 

Excluding verbs, the head-word entries are predominantly the root forms of words (i.e., the 
shortest forms by which lexical expressions may occur in a sentence or other free-standing 
utterance). The root form of a Non-Verb is known as a STEM, for a Verb it is called a VERB-BASE. Owing 
to the way the written records of Awabakal verbs were presented by L. E. Threlkeld, the head-word 
entries for verbs in ADCE are given in their “infinitive” forms: e.g., for the verb-base *na meaning 
“see” the entry is nakiliko meaning roughly the same as the English form “to see”. 

The reader needs to consult the section on Awabakal Grammar and Morphology to conjugate this 
and the other verbs appearing as head-word entries in the dictionary. It is hoped that future 
publications will also contain the entire surviving list of verbs in their base forms, but in ADCE (IAD, 
AEAD and AOSED) verb entries are restricted to infinitive forms, and a small number of other forms 
included because they constitute particular idioms, as found in the historical literature. 

Suffixes, included as entries, are identifiable by beginning with a hyphen and being in lower-case: 
e.g., the suffix -baang, represents a suffix (marking the 1st-person singular) that cannot occur by 
itself or first in a sentence or utterance, but must attach to another word (see Awabakal Grammar 
and Morphology). Using ADCE, especially IAD, the reader should be able to combine head-word 
entries (Stems and Infinitive verbs) and suffixes to form operative words covering a considerable 
range of expressiveness, description and reference. If used in combination with Nupaliyan Palii 
Awabakalkoba: Teach Yourself Awabakal (publication forthcoming) a considerable variety of 
conversational expressions are attainable. 
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GBRG  Rigby, Geoff & Bev, (1992) Successfully Growing Australian Native Plants and Colour 
Your Garden with Australian Natives: Compendium Edition, [Ranina Press] Newcastle. 

HALE  Hale, Horatio (1846) United States Exploring Expedition, NP. 

HAW  Parrish, Steve (2003) Handbook of Australian Wildlife, [Steve Parrish Publishing Pty 
Ltd] Archerfield Qld. 

HCMT  (2000) Water 2000 Forum: Proceedings of Conference at Wyndham Estate, (by the 
Hunter Catchment Management Trust), Branxton NSW 

HGL  Grothen, John F (1991) The History in and about Glenrock Lagoon (Newcastle NSW). 

LA  Austin, Kellie; Bin Buyong, Norma; Manton, Petrice; Smith, Diane; Sullivan, Richard; 
Wright, Abie; (1995) Land of Awabakal, [Yarnteen Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islander 
Corp.] Hamilton NSW.  

MAW  (1994) Macquarie Aboriginal words, (N. Thierberger, W. McGregor, eds), [Macquarie 
Library Pty Ltd] Sydney. 

MOA  (1992) The Mammals of Australia, (rvsd edn), (R. Strahn ed.), [Reed New Holland] 
Sydney. 

Mss1 Threlkeld, L. E (1983) Collected Threlkeld Papers 1815-1862, (Manuscripts), [Mitchell 
Library Archives A382], State Library of NSW (photocopy rendition). 

Mss2  Threlkeld, L. E (1825) The Orthography and Orthoepy of a Dialect of the Aborigines 
of New South Wales: Part I, (Manuscript), Acquired by ACRA, Cardiff NSW. 

SALC  (1983) Transcription of Language on Cassette, in Aborigines of the Hunter Region. 

SD  Threlkeld, L. E (1827) Specimens of a Dialect of the Aborigines of New South Wales; 
being the First Attempt to Form Their Speech into a Written Language [“Monitor Office” 
by Arthur Hill] Sydney. 

 

SKO1  Thomas Skottowe (1813/1988) Select Specimens from Nature of the Birds, Animals, 
&c, &c, of New South Wales (the Drawings by T. R. Browne), (edited, with an Introductory 
Essay, by Tim Bonyhady, chief editor), presented as “The Skottowe Manuscript, Vol. I, by 
the Mitchell Library, State Library NSW, [David Ell Press, Horden House] Potts Point, 
Sydney. 

SKO2   Bonyhady, et al (1988) The Skottowe Manuscript: A Commentary, presented as “The 
Skottowe Manuscript, Vol. II, by the Mitchell Library, State Library NSW, [David Ell Press, 
Horden House] Potts Point, Sydney. 

SORA  Swan, Gerry (1995) A Photographic Guide to Snakes and Other Reptiles of Australia, 
(The Australian Museum), [New Holland Publishers (Australia) Pty Ltd] Sydney 

TKEY  Threlkeld, L. E (1850)A Key to the Structure of the Aboriginal Language; being an 
Analysis of the Particles Used as Affixes, to form the Various Modifications of the Verbs; 
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shewing the Essential Powers, Abstract Roots and other Peculiarities of the Language 
Spoken by the Aborigines in the Vicinity of Hunter River, Lake Macquarie, etc. New South 
Wales: together with Comparisons of Polynesian and other Dialects, [Kemp and Fairfax] 
Sydney. 

WAA  Waugh, James W (1858) Waugh’s Australian Almanac for the Year 1858, Sydney. 

WFA  Cribb A. B. & J. W., (1974) Wild Food in Australia, [Fontana, Collins Australia] 
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In the entry for ‘Titaling’ (‘Titalik’) the full reference for the source is below. 

Michael J Connolly Dreamtime Kullilla-Art, http://www.dreamtime.auz.net/default.asp?PageID=46 

Other unusual referencing refer to digital archives held at ACRA 
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Lay Out of Entries 
Entries within ADCE (IAD, AEAD, AOSED) adhere to the conventions given next (and confer with the 
example following). Note that 

‘CODE’ represents the bibliographic code listed in Acknowledgments. 

1Head Word 2Part of Speech. 3English Translation. 
4 

Extra information added by lexicographer. 5“Quotation from written 

sources, either the same source as the entry (CODE, ad loc.) or a separate source with reference provided (CODE, page 

number”. 6Original spelling  7Head-word 8(Source, p. #). 

{Picture if included appears HERE} 

Example 

1Berabakaan 2Noun Absolutive. 3Sperm whale. 
4
A whale of the species Physeter macrocephalus. 5“Aboriginal people did 

not eat this species of whale because they believed that a long time ago it had swallowed a man. To them, this was an act 

of cannibalism” (DOCA, p. 1089). 
6
Original spelling  7Be-ra-buk-kán 8(AG, p. 86). 

{Picture if included appears HERE} 

 

*  *  * 

Common Abbreviations used 

ad loc. “at the place”; a quotation or information, in the Extra Information (positions 4 & 5), 
coming from the same source as the whole entry. 

ca “circa” meaning “around or about” used when an exact date or location is no 
known: thus ca 1830 means “about the year 1830”; and “ca Bolton Point” means 
somewhere at or near the place now called Bolton Point. 

cf. “confer” signalling that one should compare the word (in single quotation marks) 
following to the head word of the entry. 

e.g.,  “exempli gratis”; meaning “for example”. 

i.e., “id est” meaning “that is” used when explicating the preceding by a comment 
following. 

q.v.  which see 

 

Parts Of Speech 

Noun A word that names something, either physical, mental, or abstract: see 
DESCRIPTOR. 

Noun Absolutive The shortest, most basic, form in which a noun can occur, and to which one 
attaches NOUN SUFFIXES. 

Noun Suffix A word part that attaches to a NOUN ABSOLUTIVE (q.v.). Thus, where kore = “man” 
korekoba = “man’s” or “belongs to a man”. 

Demonstrative A word similar to the English expressions, ‘the’, ‘this’, ‘that’ ‘these’ or ‘those’. 
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Descriptor A word that can be either a noun or act like an adjective or like an adverb 
depending on context. For instance, where kinta = “fear” (noun), it can also 
mean “frightened” (adjective) or “fearfully” (adverb) depending on context. 

Idiom An expression that does not have its literal meaning but a conventional one. 
Thus, where bulwaara means “a high, lofty position” bulwaaraka means “high 
noon” (literally it means only “it is high up”) 

Position word A word indicating a position relative to the speaker (or something else) or 
indicating a direction. 

Verb A word that expresses an action, activity, event, change of state or current state. 

Verb Affix A word part that attaches to verb-bases. 

Verb-base The root part of a verb: it does not occur in speech in the base-form. 

Verb-Regular A verb that must appear with tense or other affixes. 

 

 

Classes and Declensions of Nouns, Descriptors, Demonstratives and Position-words 

Words in Awabakal can be divided into two broad grammatical types: Verbs and Non-Verbs. Non-
Verbs include what we would call, in English nouns, and also other words called Descriptors (acting 
like adjectives or adverbs depending on function and meaning), Demontratives (like the English 
forms, ‘the’, ‘this’, ‘that’) and words indicating relative position and direction. The regime of suffixes 
which attach to Awabakal Non-Verbs are quite regular, but fall into three distinct classes, the first of 
which subdivides into four particular declensions. The classes are shown below. 

Class 1: Common nouns, descriptors, demonstratives and *Minaring = ‘What?’. 

Class 2: Place names, words of spatial relations and *wonta = “where?”. 

Class 3: Persons’ names, kinship terms and *Ngaan = “who?”. 

Class 1 Declensions 

 
Table 1: Array of Common Suffixes for Class 1 Non-Verbs 

Technical name Suffix Brief definition/description 
ABSOLUTIVE NO SUFFIX basic sense of the word or if it is acted upon by some agent or force 
POSSESSIVE *koba “of” ; “belongs to” 
DATIVE *ko “for” ; “for the sake of” or if the recipient of some item such as a gift 
ALLATIVE *ako “towards” ; as a movement in space or pointing towards 
LOCATIVE *aba “at” ; at the same “immediate” place 
ABLATIVE *(a)birang “away from” ; as a movement in space or “made out of” 
ASSOCIATIVE *owa “together with” ; together in activity 
INSTRUMENTIVE *in “because of” ; occurring in a state owing to some reason 
ERGATIVE *u ‘Doer’ ; used when the referent acts or is active in relation to the verb 
ILLATIVE/INESSIVE *a “in”, “within” ; is located in or enters some object, area or material 
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The four declensions sub-dividing Class 1 words depend upon the sound ending the short-form of 
the word and also on the number of syllables that make up the short form. The declensions are 
marked on the following features; and tables showing illustrations for each declension follow. 

1st Declension: words of any number of syllables which end in ‘-l’ (this declension may also contain 
words of one or two syllables ending ‘-r’, but the matter is less certain). Suffixes attach in their 
simples, vowel-initial forms (excluding the possessive ‘-koba’ and the dative ‘-ko’ which are simple 
in the k-initial forms. 

2nd Declension: words of three or four syllables which end either ‘-ra’, ‘-re’, ‘-ro’ or ‘-ru’; for these 
words the terminal vowel drops away and the suffixes as in Declension 1 are then attached. 

3rd Declension: words of any number of syllables which end in ‘-a’, ‘-aa’, ‘-e’, ‘-ng’, ‘-o’, ‘-oo’ or ‘-u’ 
(excluding those covered under Declension 2). For these words, the suffixes indicated by Declension 
1, occur with a preceding ‘-k-’, except the instrumentive which is t-initial, and the possessive and 
dative which remain as for the 1st Declension. 

4th Declension: words of any number of syllables which end in ‘-ai’, ‘-ei’, ‘-i’, ‘-ii’ or ‘-n’. For these 
words, the suffixes indicated by Declension 1, occur with a preceding ‘-t-’, except the possessive 
and dative which remain as for the 1st Declension. 

 
 
 

Table 2: 1st Declension 
Non-Verbs ending ‘-l’ and two/three syllable words ending ‘-r’ 

NAME Awabakal English Awabakal English Awabakal English 
ABSOLUTIVE piriwal The chief karmar rotten 

wood 
boorintoor yellow ant 

POSSESSIVE piriwalkoba The chief’s karmarkoba of the … boorintoorkoba of the … 
DATIVE piriwalko For the chief karmarko for the .. boorintoorko for the .. 
ALLATIVE piriwalako Towards the 

chief 
karmarako towards.. boorintoorako towards.. 

LOCATIVE piriwalaba With the chief karmaraba with … boorintooraba with … 
ABLATIVE piriwalabirang From the chief karmarabirang made of… boorintoorabirang made of… 
ASSOCIATIVE piriwalowa Acting with 

the chief 
karmarowa acting 

with… 
boorintoorowa acting 

with… 
INSTRUMENTIVE piriwalin Because of the 

chief 
karmarin because 

of… 
boorintoorin because 

of… 
ERGATIVE piriwalu By the chief karmaru by the… boorintooru by the… 
ILLATIVE/INESSIVE piriwala In the chief karmara in the… boorintoora in the… 
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Table 3: 2nd Declension 
Non-Verbs ending ‘-ra’, ‘-re’, ‘-ro’ or ‘-ru’ 

NAME Awabakal English Awabakal English Awabakal English 
ABSOLUTIVE makoro The fish kokere shelter matara hand 
POSSESSIVE makorokoba The fish’s kokerekoba of the … matarakoba of the … 
DATIVE makoroko For the fish kokereko for the .. matarako for the .. 
ALLATIVE makorako Towards the 

fish 
kokerako towards.. matarako towards.. 

LOCATIVE makoraba With the fish kokeraba with … mataraba with … 
ABLATIVE makorabirang From the fish kokerabirang made of… matarabirang made of… 
ASSOCIATIVE makorowa Acting with the 

fish 
kokerowa acting 

with… 
matarowa acting 

with… 
INSTRUMENTIVE makorin Because of the 

fish 
kokerin because 

of… 
matarin because 

of… 
ERGATIVE makoru By the fish kokeru by the… mataru by the… 
ILLATIVE/INESSIVE makora In the fish kokera in the… matara in the… 

 

 

 

 
Table 4: 3rd Declension 

Non-Verbs ending ‘-a’, ‘-aa’, ‘-e’, ‘-ng’, ‘-o’, ‘-oo’ or ‘-u’ 
NAME Awabakal English Awabakal English Awabakal English 
ABSOLUTIVE kore The man nukang woman balka back 
POSSESSIVE korekoba The man’s nukangkoba of the … balkakoba of the … 
DATIVE koreko For the man nukangko for the .. balkako for the .. 
ALLATIVE korekako Towards the 

man 
nukangkako towards.. balkakako towards.. 

LOCATIVE korekaba With the man nukangkaba with … balkakaba with … 
ABLATIVE korekabirang From the man nukangkabirang made of… balkakabirang made of… 
ASSOCIATIVE korekowa Acting with the 

man 
nukangkowa acting 

with… 
balkakowa acting 

with… 
INSTRUMENTIVE koretin Because of the 

man 
nukangtin because 

of… 
balkatin because 

of… 
ERGATIVE koreku By the man nukangku by the… balkaku by the… 
ILLATIVE/INESSIVE koreka In the man nukangka in the… balkaka in the… 
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Table 5: 4th Declension 
Non-Verbs ending ‘-ai’, ‘-ei’, ‘-i’, ‘-ii’ or ‘-n’ 

NAME Awabakal English Awabakal English Awabakal English 
ABSOLUTIVE tibin The bird wonai child kokei basket 
POSSESSIVE tibinkoba The bird’s wonaikoba of the … kokeitkoba of the … 
DATIVE tibinko For the man wonaiko for the .. kokeitko for the .. 
ALLATIVE tibintako Towards the 

man 
wonaitako towards.. kokeitako towards.. 

LOCATIVE tibintaba With the man wonaitaba with … kokeitaba with … 
ABLATIVE tibintabirang From the man wonaitabirang made of… kokeitabirang made of… 
ASSOCIATIVE tibintowa Acting with the 

man 
wonaitowa acting 

with… 
kokeitowa acting 

with… 
INSTRUMENTIVE tibintin Because of the 

man 
wonaitin because 

of… 
kokeitin because 

of… 
ERGATIVE tibintu By the man wonaitu by the… kokeitu by the… 
ILLATIVE/INESSIVE tibinta In the man wonaita in the… kokeita in the… 

 

 

 

 

Class 2 Non-Verbs: Place Names, Words of Spatial Relations 
This class of Non-Verbs is interesting in that there is a considerable similarity in the suffixes used 
but there are also interesting distinctions in both form and meaning. 
 

Table 6: Array of Common Suffixes for Class 2 Non-Verbs 

Technical name Suffix Brief definition/description 
ABSOLUTIVE NO SUFFIX *STEM(+BA)—or an irregular form occurs (basic sense making 

reference) 
POSSESSIVE *koba “of” ; “belongs to”  as per Class 1 Declensions 
DATIVE *ako “remains at”   as per Class 1 Declensions 
ALLATIVE *kolang “towards”   as per Class 1 Declensions 
LOCATIVE *aba “at”   as per Class 1 Declensions but usage 

is unclear 
ABLATIVE *(a)birang “away from”  as per Class 1 Declensions 
ASSOCIATIVE *owa “by way of”  as per Class 1 Declensions 
INSTRUMENTIVE *in “because of”  as per Class 1 Declensions 
ERGATIVE *intu  When the place is a “cause” as per Class 1 Declensions 
ILLATIVE/INESSIVE *a “in”, “within”  as per Class 1 Declensions but usage 

is unclear 
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Class 3 Non-Verbs; Person’s Names, Kinship Terms 
There are three sub-types in this class in respect of the suffixes and how they attach. 
 

Table 7: Array of Common Suffixes for Class 3 Non-Verbs 

Technical 
name 

Suffix Brief definition/description 

Ergative case *u as per Class 1 Declensions, both in structure and meaning 

*kin-based forms signifying spatial relation and vague involvement 
Attinentive *kin With the vague sense “concerning So-and-So” 
Allative *kinko Towards the person named 
Ablative *kinbirang Away from the person named 
Locative *kinba Located with the person named 

Unique forms signifying personal interaction of some kind or another 
Associative *katowa Together in activity with the person named 
Instrumentive *kai Because of the person named 
Accusative *nang Used when something happens to the person named 
Dative *nung For the sake of the person named (including when the person is given 

something) 
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Conjugations of the Verbs 
In ADCE, we have treated the dictionaries as an historical record of the language. For this reason, 
the verbs are recorded in the most common form found within the writings of Threlkeld (especially 
Threlkeld 1834, in which he includes his most comprehensive word list). Threlkeld tended to record 
the verbs in their INFINITIVE FORM which signify the broadest sense of any verb; it is similar in English 
in which we have two-word infinitives, of the forms ‘to see’, ‘to eat’, ‘to be’, ‘to have’, ‘to do’ and so 
forth. 

In Awabakal, the infinitives—and their senses do seem very close to the manner of European 
infinitives—are one word which end ‘-iko’, ‘-liko’, ‘-iliko’ and for which the third form can have 
another consonant beginning it. It is not always an obvious matter to extract the verb-base from the 
infinitive. In many cases, we have records of sentences in which the verbs occur in a tensed form, 
and knowing the tense suffixes facilitates the extraction of the verb-base. In other cases, a 
hypothetical reconstruction has been necessary. 

Thus, until a more comprehensive dictionary is produced—in which the verb-bases are represented 
as entries—those interested in realising the verbs into their verb-bases are advised to contact ACRA 
and inquire after An Introduction to Awabakal Language within which there is further information 
regarding this matter; the staff can also assist you in relation to Miromaa, the database within 
which the Awabakal language is recorded. 

In this section, only the basic present tense, the indefinite past tense and the indefinite future tense 
are examined; the purposive mood (indicating “in order to…”) and the negative forms of the verb 
(indicating “don’t…”) are also examined briefly. Finally, the imperative form of the verb is examined. 

Verb Tenses 

Verbs that have one-syllable verb-bases have the following sequence of tense markers. 

Table 8: Present, Past and Future Tenses for One-Syllable Verb-Bases 

English Verb-base 
Present Tense Past Tense Future Tense 

VERB SUFFIX VERB SUFFIX VERB SUFFIX 
see *na nataan 

-taan 

nakala 

-kala 

nanan 

-nan 
eat *ta tataan takala tanan 
strike *bun buntaan bunkala bunan 
be/stay *ka kataan kakala kanan 

 

Verbs that have two-syllable verb-bases follow two procedures for the attachment of tenses 
depending upon the ending of the verb-base. 

Most two-syllable verb-bases appear to end in ‘-a’—note that this is an abstract matter since all but 
one such verb are never found in the form of a raw verb-base: the exception is wiya (for which, see 
that entry in IAD). Determining these two types of two-syllable verb-bases was conducted by 
examining examples of tensed verbs in the recorded sentences and from an examination of 
Threlkeld’s translation of The Gospel According to Luke into Awabakal).  

A table is given below showing the patterns. 
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Table 9: Present, Past and Future Tenses for Two-Syllable Verb-Bases 

English Verb-base 
Present Tense Past Tense Future Tense 

VERB SUFFIX VERB SUFFIX VERB SUFFIX 

Two -Syl lable Verb -Bas es  end ing  ‘ -a ’  
speak *wiya wiyaan 

-an 
wiyaa 

-a 
wiyanan 

-nan 
do/make *uma umaan umaa umanan 

Two -Syl lable Verb -Bas es  end ing  ‘ - i ’  
transfer *mumbi mumbeyan 

-(y)an 
mumbeya 

-(y)a 
mumbinan 

-nan 
put *wupi wupeyan wupeya wupinan 

The Purposive Mood of the Verb 

Using selected verb-bases from the three types above (one-syllable, and a-terminal and i-terminal 
two-syllable verb-bases), the following table indicates how to construct these important 
modifications to the verb in Awabakal. 

Table 10: The Purposive Mood 

English Verb-Base Purposive Suffix Occurring Form Sense 
see *na 

+wilkowa 

nawilkowa In order to see 
strike *bun buwilkowa In order to strike 
speak *wiya wiyawilkowa In order to speak 

put *wupi wupiwilkowa In order to put 

Note that the verb-base *bun exceptionally loses the ‘-n’ for this and the imperative form of the verb, and only these two 
modifications. 

The Imperative Form of the Verb 

The Imperative form of a verb is used when a speaker is urging that someone do or be such and 
such. For instance, from the infinitive verb “to sit”, yelawoliko, having the verb-base *yelawa, the 
imperative form yelawola means “sit” as an invitation, or even a strong demand or command. In 
short, whenever a speaker is in any way telling or suggesting that someone do or be something or 
other, the imperative form is used. 

There are four imperative suffixes, ‘-la’, ‘-wa’, ‘-ra’ and ‘-ya’ used depending on the structure of the 
verb-base. The following table indicates the patterns of attachment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 11: Imperative Suffixes 

ENVIRONMENT FORM COMMENTS 
follows u -wa e.g., *ngu (give) yields nguwa ‘Give!’ ; note, *bun becomes buwa 

‘Strike!’ 
rare:  -ra maan = ‘takes’ ; maara = take! 
Follows other vowels -la may sometimes replace –ya; is used for descriptors 
follows i -ya e.g., *mumbi (transfer) yields mumbiya “give it(!)” 
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A special feature accompanies one-syllable verb-bases that end in vowels. An extra syllable, 
invariably ‘-wu-’ attaches to the verb-base before the imperative suffix ‘-wa’ attaches. 

 
 Table 11a:Imperative Form for One-Syllable Vowel-Terminal Verb-Bases 

VERB-BASE ENGLISH IMPERATIVE ENGLISH 
*na see nawuwa Look; Watch; Check (this) out; etc. 
*ta eat tawuwa Eat up;  

*ka be/stay kawuwa 
1. Stay; Be … (in combination with a 
descriptor) 
2. Yes; Of course; Indeed; Righto; etc. 

The Negative Form of the Verb 

There are a variety of negative forms in Awabakal: a 2nd-person form, kora goes with descriptors 
(e.g., kinta kora “don’t be afraid” or fear not”); two 1st-person forms, keyawai (meaning “no” in 
denial to some suggestion or remark, or declining to accept some invitation); keyawaraan (meaning 
“No, I was/am/will not, or ‘Not at all, it is not as you say); koriyen meaning “without” (e.g., Wonai 
koriyen “(There are) no children (here/there) or “I have no children”). The preceding forms are used 
with Non-Verbs. In addition, however, there is a verb suffix ‘-yikora’, meaning “don’t” that attaches 
to regular verbs. This suffix attaches to a formant placed after the Verb-base: this formant is ‘-ki-’, 
though it can also attach directly to some verb-bases. 

 
Table 12: Negative Forms of the Verb 

ENGLISH VERB-BASE FORMANT VERB MEANING 
see *na -ki- nakiyikora Don’t look/watch 
strike *bun -ki- bunkiyikora Don’t strike/fight 
cry *tun -ki- tunkiyikora Don’t cry 
take/accept/receive *maan -ki- maankiyikora Don’t take 
do/make *uma NONE umayikora Don’t do it 
drink *bita NONE bitayikora Don’t drink 
move *uwa NONE uwayikora Don’t go 
speak/tell *wiya NONE wiyayikora Don’t talk/tell 
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+tai -kowa 

 1 

 

+tai  class 
 

a 

-aba  at 
 

-abirang  from 
 

b 

-baang  I 
 

-bali  we-two 
 

-bara  they-all 
 

-baran  them-all 
 

-baranba  theirs 
 

-bi  you-singular 
 

-biin  you-singular 
 

-bo  self 
 

-boon  him 
 

-bowanoowan  her 
 

-bowanoowanba  hers 
 

-bula  you-two 
 

-bulan  you-two 
 

-bulanba  yours 
 

e 

-emowamba  my 
 

k 

-ka  being 
 

-kaan  doer 
 

-kalong  far 
 

-kankowa  lest 
 

-karing  any 
 

-karing  throughout 
 

-katako  being 
 

-katowa  with 
 

-kinba  at 
 

-kolang  towards 
 

-kowa  purpose 
 



-ngaiya anti 

 2 

n 

-ngaiya  then 
 

-ngaliin  us-two 
 

-ngaliinba  ours 
 

-ngeyn  we 
 

-ngeyran  us-all 
 

-ngeyranba  ours 
 

-ngikowamba  his 
 

-ngirowamba  your(s) (singular) 
 

-nowa  he 
 

-nura  you-all 
 

-nuran  you-all 
 

-nuranba  yours 
 

t 

-taanga  before 
 

-tarai  another 
 

-tiya  me 
 

y 

-yikora  don't 
 

-yung  over there 
 

a 

aanuta  ritual salute 
When warriors met one another in 

the field, they would greet each other 

with 'AR-NOOTAH', advance to each 

other, drop their weapons and then 

embrace (pp. A1068, LC1).  
 

anabiliko  let go 
 

anambo  place-where 
 

anang  there 
 

anangbo  until now 
 

ani  this 
 

anmaliko  startle 
 

anowa  that 
 

antaang  jaw 

 

 

anti  here 
 



antikabalowa baataabaa 

 3 

antikabalowa  when passing this place 
Threlkelds letter to the Sydney 

Gazette about an interment (burial of 

a corpse) "They borrowed spades to 

dig the grave, and when completed, 

put some sticks at the bottom to raise 

the head, and covered the whole with 

boughs very neatly. Three men stood 

in the grave, and an old woman 

stooped down to the corpse, which 

was wrapped in sheets of bark; she 

opened the part over the ear, and 

spoke to the dead body, saying, 

'boang-ka leah, bowang-ka-leah, 

weah-lah ngaahrun; buhn-buhn, 

buhn, wonnun ngaan bah unte 

kaploah' which rendered into English 

is 'Stand up, stand up, speak to us, 

kiss, kiss, kiss, whenever we pass 

this place.'" (p.214, ARP2) MP 
 

antikal  here 
 

antiko  here 
 

antikolang  come 
 

antong  wetness 
 

antowa  that 
 

arbin  beetle 

 

 

aru  insect 

 

 

awaba  Lake Macquarie 

 

 

awabakal  man of Awaba 

 

 

awabakal  people of Awaba 
 

awabakaleyn  woman of Awaba 
 

awata Balbangba  wallaby Flat 
 

awatiliko  smooth 
 

B - b 

baataabaa  hillside by lake 
 



baato bambangaliko 

 4 

baato  water 

 

 

baibai  axe 

 

 

baibiliko  appear 
 

baikaliko  appear 
 

Baiyami  Creator 

 

 

baiyangbaiyaang  butterfly 
one who flutters 

 

 

baiyangkaliko  flutter 
 

baka  anger 
 

bakai  skin 

 

 

bakakaan  grump 
 

bakakakilikaane  grievance 
 

bakakakiliko  angry 
 

balbang  wallaby 

 

 

balka  back 

 

 

balkakako  back 
 

balkira  mountain 
 

bamaliko  tap 
 

bambang  eastern Spinebill 

 

 

bambangaliko  knock loose 
 



bamiliko barangain 

 5 

bamiliko  find 
 

Banaa  Creation time man 
Ngurakaali and Banaa - brothers of 

creation time who inaugurated the 

marriage laws (Tamba) and the 

prohibition of a man speaking to, or 

looking at, his mother-in-law.  
 

bangai  today 
 

bangaikal  current 
 

banganbiin  rosella, Crimson 

 

 

bangbang  pear 

 

 

bangkin  vermin 

 

 

bantimita matarakal  message stick 
 

bapiliko  bury 
 

baraa  down 
 

baraan  centipede 

 

 

barabingaan  stockton peninsula 
 

barakong  cycads 
This was one of the staple plants that 

the Awabakal people had and was 

mainly available in winter. The nuts 

were sliced and soaked in water a 

number of days to allow the poison to 

be filtered out. After, the nuts are 

ground into a paste and made into 

cakes to be cooked on the fire. 

 

 

baralban  diamond Python 

 

 

baraman  fat 
 

barangain  trevally 

 

 



barangimbiin Bimpoowin 

 6 

barangimbiin  hexham Swamps 
 

barawaalba  area south of Glenrock 

Lagoon 
 

barawang  macrozamia 

 

 

barayineban  placename 
 

bataba  hill 
 

batabiliko  begin 
 

batai  hillshade 
 

batang  swamp pheasant 

 

 

bati  more 
 

batikaang  animal 

 

 

bayiibayii  emu 
Jewelstown Swamp lands was once a 

breeding ground for Emus. 

 

 

bayinbang  king parrot 

 

 

berabakaan  whale 
The sperm whale was not eaten, but 

the black whale was.(p. 86 AG)This is 

because the Awabakal believed that a 

long time ago berabakaan had 

swallowed a man. To them, this [i.e., 

eating a sperm whale] was an act of 

cannibalism. (LC1 p. 1089) 

 

 

beylmaliko  mock 
 

bilkeri  rocky boulders 
 

bilo  yellow-bellied glider 

 

 

Bimpoowin  Great Spirit 
 



binaibaan bitawang 

 7 

binaibaan  goanna 

 

 

binala  musk duck 

 

 

bingai  brother 

 

 

bingelibera  acacia shrub 

 

 

binkireyan  light 
 

bintelong  honeyeater 

 

 

biraba  shell fish 

 

 

birabaan  eagle 
Birabaan the Eagle -hawk (Aquila 

audax) is a high order totem, and 

was the overall totem for the 

Awabakal people. 

 

 

biraban  eagle hawk 
 

birarowa  swamp oak 

 

 

birikiliko  sleep 
 

bita  edge 
 

bitaliko  drink 
 

bitamaliko  drink 
 

bitawang  greater Glider 

 

 



bitibitiwang booran 

 8 

bitibitiwang  john Dory 

 

 

biwong  red ti-tree 

 

 

biwongkala  ti-tree Place 

 

 

biyang  father 

 

 

biyangbai  father 
 

biyarbiliko  wonder 
 

bobong  baby 

 

 

bokatong  surf 

 

 

bolkarnain  sassafras tree 

 

 

bolongro  black Snake 

 

 

bolowulo  parrot fish 

 

 

boltirong  leech 

 

 

boneyn  first 
 

boombiliko  blow 
 

booran  dream 
 



boorii boyikalaita 
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boorii  songline 
 

bootaring  apple 
The orange fruit was eaten only when 

they were ripe enough to fall from the 

bush. They can be poisonous if eaten 

unripe. 

 

 

booyaan  bellbird 

 

 

borintoor  ant 

 

 

Boroyiroong  Pulbah Island 

 

 

bowalung  mangrove seed 

 

 

bowamaliko  collect 
 

bowan  swamp bird 
 

bowangkaliko  rise 
 

bowantoowa  she 
 

bowaring  rain 

 

 

bowata  catfish 

 

 

bowawaal  curlew 

 

 

boyikalaita  parents 
 



boyikoon burangkaliko 
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boyikoon  fern 
• The starchy roots or rhizomes 

(harvested in the summer) can be 

eaten but must be baked or roasted 

first to destroy toxins. The roots were 

then eaten whole or ground into a 

paste.•Young fronds can be roasted 

in hot ashes and eaten; they have a 

nutty flavour.• The bracken can be 

used for insect stings or stinging 

nettle. If you get some of the young 

stems and crush it up in your hand 

until you see some of the sap coming 

out, then you’d rub it on the sting. 

 

 

boyikoonumba  place of ferns 
 

boyinkaliko  kiss 
 

boyiyongai  emu-wren 

 

 

bulambaato  two lakes 
 

bularu  place of two pests 
 

bulbul  heart 

 

 

bulowara  those two 
 

bulowara  two 

 

 

bulowara bulowara  pairs 
 

buloyinkoro  thighs 
 

bulwaara  high up 
 

bulwaaraka  noon 
 

bumbum  kiss 
 

bungbung  salute 
 

bungbungkaliko  salute 
 

bungkaliko  become 
 

bunkan  sea slug, red 

 

 

bunkilikaan  attacker 
 

bunkiliko  hit 
 

bunkilingeyl  battlefield 
 

bunmaliko  seize 
 

burangbangaliko  free 
 

burangkaliko  free 
 



eliibana kalaara 
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e 

eliibana  peaceful 
 

K - k 

kaan  brown Snake 
Restricted as food to elders. 

 

 

kaaraingon  outside 
 

kaaraka  honey 

 

 

kaarakan  swamp oak 

 

 

kaarakanba  place of swamp oaks 
 

kaayi  cooee 
 

kaayibaliko  call out 
 

kabo  presently 
 

kabokowa  until 
 

kaibang  firestick 
Torches, or more properly, 

fire-sticks, were frequently carried 

around, to make it easier to start 

fires. Travel through the bush at 

night required a fire-stick, and only 

fully-initiated men would travel by 

night willingly. 
 

kaikiliko  contest 
 

kaikiliko  play 
 

kaiyaara  seaweed 

 

 

kaiyaaraba  place of sea weeds 
 

kaiyeliko  stop 
 

Kaiyiba  Place of games 
 

kaiyu  power 
 

kakilikaan  stayer 
 

kakiliko  be/stay 
 

kala  because 
 

kalaara  spear 
This type was used for fishing and 

had a prominently barbed tip (DOCA 

p. 1258). 
 



kalabara kanangra 
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kalabara  shining bright 
 

kalatain  ground parrot 

 

 

kalban kalban  elegant 
 

kalbiliko  lean 
 

kaleyang  neck 

 

 

kaleyaring  throat 

 

 

kalimaliko  climb 
Awabakal men climbed trees, by 

cutting notches in the bark all the 

way up the to the top. 
 

kaling  shell 

 

 

kalingtiyela  knife 
 

kalingtiyeliko  cut 
 

kalo  cheeks 

 

 

kalwan  stiff 
 

kamari  north 
 

kambal  brother 
All the boys in a clan were closely 

related, and so all the youngest one's 

junior were 'kambal'. Compare with 

'Bingai'. 
 

kambaro  giddiness 
 

kambarolaang  anxious 
 

kambaromaliko  trouble 
 

kambaropaiyeliko  troublesome 
 

kambarowiliko  trouble 
 

kameran  rock 

 

 

kanangra  nord's Wharf 
 "The Awabakal and Darkinoong 

[sic.] held an annual corroboree 

(feasting, singing & dancing) at 

Kanangra (Nords Wharf) [and] large 

numbers of natives could be seen 

making there [sic.] way towards 

Nords Wharf, for days before the 

Corroboree" (WTL, p. 17). 
 



kanbal karaa 
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kanbal  swan 
 "Often killed … on the wing with the 

spear" (AHR, p. 40). 

 

 

kanboon  soft 
 

kanbun  rotten 
 

kanbuntiliko  cut 
 

kaneta  king parrot 

 

 

kangan  muddy 
 

Kaniibeya  Swan place 
 

kaniin  eel 

 

 

kaniiyining  kangaroo 

 

 

kanta  nest 
 

kanti  flame robin 

 

 

kantolong  white Gum tree 
• They would harvest the sap from the 

trunks. It is a quite sweet, 

nice-tasting sap if you drink it while 

it's fresh.• The kino resin (the sap) 

has antibacterial properties and was 

used to treat cut and sores, as well as 

being taken internally for intestinal 

problems.• The wood was used for 

implements such as shields, and 

wooden bowls also the well-known 

instrument, the ‘Didgeridoo’ 

 

 

kanumayiko  sorry 
 

kapaliko  do 
 

kapara  mt. Sugarloaf 
 

kapara  skull 
This term was also used to name Mt. 

Sugarloaf. 

 

 

kapiri  hunger 
 

karaa  secret, private 
 



karaa kararban 
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karaa  slow 
 

karaakal  cleverman 
Literally, a man of secrets. The 

Karaakal was highly regarded within 

the tribe as a medicine man.The 

knocking out of the tooth was the 

first stage of preparation for 

initiation. It was known as the tooth 

evulsion ceremony, performed by the 

medicine man (Karakal) of the 

Awabakal.(A1358, QDAH) MPS 
 

karaakalumaliko  heal 
 

karaang  froth 
 

karaangko  spittle 
 

karaangkobiliko  spit 
 

karabaliko  spill 
 

karabang  body 
 

karabola  noisy friar bird 

 

 

karai  meat 
 

karai karai  around 
 

karai karai  turn round 
 

karakai  hurry 
 

karakoong  son 
 

karakowiyoong  shark 

 

 

karal  tremble 
 

karalkal  groper 

 

 

karamba  throsby Creek 
 

karambiin  pretty Place 
 

karangali  cabbage tree 
The fibres of this plant were used in 

many artefacts, including fishing 

lines and ropes in general.• The 

growing tip of the palm can be eaten 

raw or roasted. But harvesting of this 

tip was rare as it kills the plant.• The 

leaves were used as roof thatch and 

for weaving baskets. • The fibrous 

bark was used to make fishing lines 

and nets.  

 

 

karangkan  squire 
 "Men used the multi-pronged spear 

[moting] while the women provided 

most of the fish with hooks and line. 

Nets and traps were used in 

common" 

 

 

kararban  murderer 
 



kararbang kari kari 
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kararbang  flank 

 

 

kararka  mouth 

 

 

kararkaraan  sacred Site 
The tradition of the Aborigines is that 

formerly it was one large rock which 

fell from the heavens and killed a 

number of blacks, which were 

assembled where it descended, they 

being collected together in that spot 

by command of an immense Guana 

[goanna], which came down from the 

heaven for that purpose. In 

consequence of his anger at their 

having killed lice by roasting them in 

the fire, those who had killed the 

vermin by cracking, were previously 

speared to death by him with a long 

reed from heaven! ... When the 

Guana saw all the men were killed by 

the stone, he ascended up into 

heaven, where he is supposed now to 

remain" (AG, p. 85). The “lice”, 

mentioned here, are—according to 

Maynard—“probably a type of sea lice 

that occasionally invade Lake 

Macquarie” (AWF, p. 59). 
 

kararkarmatara  banksia 
It is known that the banksia exudes a 

rich nectar from its flowers and that it 

was a practice among Aboriginal 

people to run their hand over the 

blossom and then lap the nectar from 

their hand. • The flower spikes were 

sucked to obtain the nectar. Early 

settlers called banksias 

'honeysuckles'.• Banksia trees are a 

reliable source of insect larvae which 

are extracted as food. • The 

flower-cones were soaked in water in 

bark or wooden containers to extract 

the nectar to make sweet drinks. This 

sweet water, when added to tasteless 

wattle gum and left to stand, 

produces an edible jelly like 

substance. If left to stand on its own 

the sweet water would naturally 

ferment and become alcoholic. This 

alcohol was for the consumption of 

the men only. • The syrup can be 

used as a soother for sore throats 

and has been known to ease 

diarrhoea. •The bark can be burnt to 

ash, which can be applied to sores on 

the skin as a healing agent. • They 

can be smeared with fat and burnt as 

candles. • Old man Banksia timber 

was used for tool construction. Above 

is a tool (needle) made from banksia 

wood and used in the weaving of 

baskets and mats. • Coolamons were 

hollowed out from swollen corky 

lignotubers of old man banksia.  

 

 

karauwa  oil 
 

karawoliko  find 
 

karaworang  long ago 
 

kari  earlier 
 

kari kari  beginning time 
 



kariinanbai karoongkaroong 
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kariinanbai  daughter-in-law 
 

kariiya  south 
 

kariiyawang  south wind 
 

kariliko  carry 
 

karin  suffocate 
 

karitaa  sea snake 

 

 

kariwaliko  carry 
 

Kariwilbaan  Night demoness 
Kariwilbaan had a horn growing from 

each shoulder, upon which she 

skewers her victims (shaking herself 

to ensure they are well impaled on 

the spikes). She then carries them off 

to a deep valley, roasts and eats 

them. She is no danger to women, 

whom she leaves to her husband 

(Koyorooweyn). If we examine the 

name, we find 'kari+wil+baan'. 

'kariwil' is the verb meaning "so as to 

carry" and +baan is the suffix of 

intrinsic nature. So, she is "the one 

whose nature it is to carry (off her 

victims on her shoulder skewers)". 
 

karkaliko  jump 
 

karkar  cold 
 

karmur  rotten 
 

karobara  whiting 
"Men used the multi-pronged spear 

('Moting') while the women provided 

most of the fish with hooks and line. 

Nets and fish traps were used in 

common" 

 

 

karobarling  iron-bark tree 

 

 

karobin  kangaroo rat 

 

 

karoolkal  warm place 
 

karoongkaroong  pelican 
This word is imitative of the 

"chortling" sound made by the male 

pelican, and names only the male: 

see 'Kiyayii'. 

 

 



karuwa kekal 
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karuwa  native plum tree 

 

 

kataal  bark 
The bark of a certain unknown 

species of tree; also name for a canoe 

of that bark. 
 

katai  always 
 

katai  peninsula 
It is not entirely clear if this only 

names the particular peninsula on 

which Sydney lighthouse was 

situated or if it may name any 

peninsula. 
 

katakal  things 
 

katal  smoke 
Evidently derived from 'kataal' a type 

of bark; perhaps as used in various 

ceremonies: compare with 'poyito'. 

The relation to tobacco (in Threlkeld's 

original translation) may simply be 

an arbitrary association after the 

introduction of tobacco. 
 

katawai  satisfied 
 

kateya  again 
 

katiliko  be that 
 

katiyu  me oh my 
 

kauwal  large 
 

kauwal  many 

 

 

kauwal kakiliko  increase 
 

kauwal kauwal  enormous 
 

kauwal kauwal  very many 
 

kawongi  rufous Night Heron 

 

 

kawumaliko  assemble 
 

kawutiliko  assemble 
 

kawuwamaka  assembly 
ka-armarka was a call sent out to 

people in clan or tribe when a 

meeting was desired or social activity 

had been arranged. These calls were 

made by word of mouth and did not 

involve the use of the sacred 

herald--poontamai (A1082, LC1) MP 
 

kawuwiyeliko  call assembly 
 

kayiin  edge 
 

kayiin kayiin  everywhere 
 

kekal  sweet 
 



kelowin kiiyin 
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kelowin  fly 

 

 

kenakan  rock Lily 
• The starchy stems are roasted and 

eaten• Stems from a variety of 

Dendrobium species are chewed and 

rubbed into sores, burns and 

wounds. 

 

 

keram  winding creek 
 

kerambala  white people 
 

keyarapai  cockatoo 

 

 

keyawai  no 
 

keyawaraan  no 
 

keyewanka  stars 
 

keylai  urine 
 

keylkeyl  grass tree 
Grass trees had a wide range of uses 

for the Awabakal people, providing 

food, drink, fibre and materials for 

making implements and weapons.•

 The white, soft bases of the young 

leaves, the growing points of the 

stem and roots were all eaten 

regularly. Removal of the growing 

point was rare as it kills the plant.•

 The seeds were collected and ground 

into a flour to make damper.• Edible 

grubs were dug out from the base of 

the trunk. • Nectar from flowers can 

be sucked or made into a drink by 

soaking in water.• The flower stalks 

were used to make the tail ends of 

spear shafts, with a heavier wood 

used for the head.• The flower spike 

could also be used as a fire stick 

 

 

Keylkeylba  Place of Grass trees 
 

kiimaliko  squeeze 
 

kiitang  hair of animals 

 

 

kiiyin  termite 

 

 



Kiiyinba kirika 
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Kiiyinba  Termite nest 

 

 

kikoyi  spotted quoll 

 

 

kilibiinbiin  shine 
 

kilkaliko  snap 
 

kilowa  resemble 
 

kiluweran  turpentine tree 

 

 

kimaliko  roast 
 

kinan  string bag 
 

kingil  gurnard 

 

 

kinta  fear 
 

kinta kora  fear not 
 

kintai  laugh 
 

kintakaan  coward 
 

kinteliko  laugh 
 

Kintiiyirapiin  Volcano 
The volcano in the dreaming story of 

how coal was made. 
 

kinuring  wet 
 

kipai  fat, grease 
 

kirabarawiriliko  kindle fire 
 

kirai  ditch 
 

kirai  west 
 

kirai kirai  revolve 
 

kirakira  king parrot 

 

 

kiral  green 

 

 

kiran  whole 
 

kiranta  creek 
 

kirawe  long 
 

kirawoliko  search 
 

kiriin  pain 
 

kiriinkaan  sufferer 
 

kirika  honey 
 



kirikin kokangeri 
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kirikin  covering 
 

kiriliko  bail 
 

kirin  daylight 
 

kirowabaliko  pour/spill 
 

kirul  mullet 

 

 

kitang  hair 

 

 

kiteliko  chew 
 

kitirikitiri  masked Lapwing 

 

 

kiwang  new Moon 
 

kiya kiya  victory 
 

kiyubaliko  burn 
 

kokabai  yam 
These root vegetables were a stable 

of the Aboriginal diet. Although not 

cultivated as potatoes are today, the 

Aborigines took protective measures 

when large patches of yams were 

found. The area around them was 

cleared and drainage of water 

assured"• After finding the vegetation 

on the surface you then dig 

underground to a foot deep to gather 

all the juicy roots. The roots can be 

eaten straight away, after brushing 

all the soil off or they can be roasted 

on the fire. They taste like potatoes.  

 

 

kokang  fig 
It is an edible fruit, but the leaves of 

the plant can be used as sandpaper.•

 The tasty fig is best when ripe and 

with the hairy outer skin removed. All 

figs are edible but some taste much 

better than others.  Some figs are 

eaten raw, while others are pounded 

into a paste and mixed with water 

and honey.• Sap from the plant can 

be applied to wounds to promote 

healing.•Rough leaves can be used 

as sandpaper when making wooden 

tools and weapons.• The wood of this 

species was also used for 

shield-making. 

 

 

kokangeri  echidna 
 



kokei koolabiliko 
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kokei  basket 

 

 

kokera  hut 
 

kokere  hut 
Here on the coast they were made of 

several pieces of bark and could 

house six to eight persons. 

 

 

kokowin  water 
 

kolbiran  few 
 

kolkal  lyrebird 

 

 

komoonba  drop 
 

konakonaba  konakona place 
 

konara  clan 
 

konaring  excrement 

 

 

koneyn  pretty 
 

koneyngara  scenic 
 

koobaa  tall man 
 

koolabiliko  fishing 
"This was mostly done by women in 

canoes. Specially selected women 

from an early age, went through 

initation for the purpose to be a 

fisherwoman." 
 



koolai koontimaliko 
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koolai  cedar 
• They used the white cedar bark as a 

fish poison. Chemicals found in white 

cedar will not kill but stun the fish 

when it passes through the gills. The 

poisoned fish would then float to the 

surface and they would be gathered 

in a bag or basket. Poisoning was 

generally done in stagnant pools or 

slow-flowing rivers and streams to 

allow the pounded bark to be 

concentrated through the water 

without being washed away or 

diluted by a strong current. • White 

Cedar Trees provide a good meal to 

the animals when in flower. Lorikeets 

and pigeons feeding on the seeds get 

drunk, fall out of the tree and are 

collected to cook on the fire.• The 

cedar tree is very good for providing 

shade. • This was not eaten by 

humans as it is poisonous; it was still 

very useful as fauna was gathered. 

 

 

koolai  wood 

 

 

koolamaliko  secret 
 

koolbantiliko  chop 
 

koolbi  roar 
 

koomerii  caves 
Rock and cave shelter was available 

from Newcastle Beach to the 

Watagan Mountains 

 

 

koomiraa  shadow 
 

koonangai  fool 
 

koongka  reed 

 

 

koongkang  frog 

 

 

koongkaroong  emu 
Koongkaroong is named after the 

noise it makes, a low chortling or 

rumbling sound. 

 

 

koongoong  snoring 
 

koontimaliko  wear 
 



kooro kore 
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kooro  windpipe 

 

 

kootara  club 

 

 

kooti  relation 
 

kootii  possessions 
 

kootitara  relatives 
 

kopa  upper arm 

 

 

kopara  ochre, red 
The Awabakal would wet, mould up 

into balls, and then burn them in a 

strong fire, in which it changes into a 

brilliant red, something like red 

ochre, with which the men and 

women paint themselves, mixing  it 

with the kidney fat of the kangaroo, 

used always at their dances" 
 

koparaba  ochre Place 
A Volcano up the River Hunter, 

Ko-pur-ra-ba, the name of the place 

from which Blacks obtain the 

Ko-pur-ra, a reddish Earth, which 

they wet, mould up into balls, and 

then burn them in a strong fire, in 

which the balls change into a brilliant 

red pigment, something like 

red-ochre, with which the elite 

Aboriginal Ladies and Gentlemen 

paint themselves, mixing it with the 

kidney £'1t of the kangaroo, or not, 

just as the fashion may prevail, 

whenever they assemble either to 

dance, or to fight. The kidney fat of 

the Kangaroo being solid is 

preferable to Bear's grease; the oil of 

Snakes to that of macassar;106 and 

the bright red pigment is far before 

Roughe, as a cosmetic. (ARP V1 pg 

63) 
 

kopera  grub 

 

 

kora  do not 
 

korakowa  why not 
 

koran  quiet 
 

koranaang  honey 

 

 

koranpaiyeliko  silent 
 

koraring  desert 
 

korawoliko  watch 
 

kore  man, men 
 



koreyl Kowan 
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koreyl  shield 

 

 

koriliko  stop 
 

korima  nose-bone 
 

korimaliko  rinse 
 

koriyen  without 
 

korobori  corroboree 
 

korokal  worn out 
 

koropan  fog 

 

 

korowa  wave 

 

 

korowan  surf 
 

korowatalan  cuttlefish 

 

 

korowataring  coast 

 

 

korowawolang  octopus 

 

 

kotelikaane  thought 
 

koteliko  think 
 

kotumaang  tortoise 

 

 

kowakilaita  argument 
 

kowakiliko  argue 
 

kowalowain  koala 

 

 

Kowan  Great Spirit 
 



kowan koyiyan 
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kowan  mangrove tree 
• The wood was popular for making 

shields. Aboriginal people marked an 

outline of a shield on the mangroves 

bark and then cut around the shape. 

• The Grey Mangrove produces one of 

the only mangrove fruits eaten by 

Aboriginal people. • The seeds were a 

rich food source but the tannins 

needed to be leached out first. The 

seeds could be wrapped in bark, 

encased in mud or a termites nest 

then heated so that the seeds were 

steamed. Once the seeds were 

cooked they were soaked in water for 

at least 3 hrs. Then they could be 

reheated and eaten. Another way to 

remove tannins is to soak the seeds 

in mangrove mud for three to seven 

days until they turn black which 

removes the toxins. They are then 

rinsed and boiled twice or roasted 

until the skin and black colour is 

gone.• Grey mangrove has a high salt 

content so it was used as an added 

flavour when cooking mussels • The 

nectar was an important food 

resource.• Grey mangrove was used 

as a medicine on stonefish and 

sting-ray stings, sores, boils and 

ringworms and scabies. • The 

branches were used for shade and 

were burnt to keep the sand flies 

away.• Native beehives were found in 

hollows; therefore the flowers 

produced excellent honey. 

 

 

kowateliko  complain 
 

kowatungale  lizard, small 
 

kowoman  bellbird 

 

 

koworowal  bandicoot 

 

 

koyibaliko  smell 
 

koyikaling  bramble 

 

 

koyikalingba  place of fruit-bearing 

brambles 
 

koyinomaliko  cough 
 

koyiro  herb 
 

koyita  stink 
 

koyito  because 
 

koyiwon  rain 
 

koyiyan  shame 
 



koyiyang maamong 
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koyiyang  fire 

 

 

koyiyeliko  grumble 
 

koyiyoong  campsite 
 

Koyorooweyn  Night demon 
 

kulai  scaly-breasted lorikeet 

 

 

kulambarang  barracouta 

 

 

kumara  blood 
 

kumba  tomorrow 
 

kumba  yesterday 
 

kumba kumba  bye 
 

kumbakeynta  day after tomorrow 
 

kumbarokaan  brain 

 

 

kunta  place 
 

kurambong  clan Name 
 

kurang  bush 

 

 

kurangula  riverbend 
 

kuribibi  stream 
 

kuwinta  pleasing place 
 

kuworamba  cherry tree 
• The sweet, slightly astringent fruits 

were eaten. The under-ripe yellow 

fruits are bitter, but when they ripen 

and turn red, they become quite 

sweet.• The close grained wood was 

used to make spear throwers and 

bullroarers.• Green branches were 

placed in the fire as the smoke keeps 

mosquitoes away.  

 

 

kuworar  dark 
 

M - m 

ma  do 
 

maamong  swamp 
 



maankiliko mamuyaa 
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maankiliko  get 
 

maankiye  thief 
 

maantiliko  overtaken 
 

maara  take 
 

mabokan  widow 
 

maiyaa  snake 
 said by some in the local community 

to be a name for the Hunter River as 

the trail left by the creation serpent; 

thus, not just a generic name for 

snake, but also the name of the 

Creation Serpent. 

 

 

Maiyuna  Clear water 
 

makara  birdcall 
 

makin  miss 
 

mako  heel 

 

 

makong  blackfish 

 

 

makoro  fish 

 

 

makorobaan  fisherman 

 

 

makorobeyn  fisherwoman 

 

 

malang  together 
 

Malangbula  Together Two 
 

malangkamaliko  crowd 
 

malbering  mountain, large 
 

maleneru  stream: many streams 
 

malorkankong  flea 

 

 

mamuyaa  corpse 
 



mamuyaa marparing 
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mamuyaa  ghost 
 

manawul  mouse 

 

 

manga  eastern Yellow Robin 

 

 

mani  sick 
 

marai  patient 
 

marai  spirit 
 

marai marai  busy 
 

marai yiriyiri  spirits 
 

marakaan  mysterious bone 
 

marakeyn  woman 
 

maraliko  run 

 

 

maralkan  spider 

 

 

marang  inside 
 

marangkakiliko  drown 
 

marangkamaliko  smother 
 

mararantai  fingers 
 

mararing  within 
 

marayai  sometimes 
 

mariin  all 
 

marin  torso 
 

marinauwai  canoe 
 

mariyang  forward 
 

maro  bramble 
 

marongkai  dingo 

 

 

maroong  good 
 

maroongkaayiyeliko  proclaim 
 

maroroong  excellent 
 

maroroongtai  good people 
 

maroyi  peaceful 
 

marparing  gum Tree 

 

 



matal minkikaane 
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matal  brave 
 

matara  hand 

 

 

matarowa  carry 

 

 

mataura  squire 

 

 

mataye  glutton 
 

mateliko  glut 
 

meriwa  grass seed place 
 

meya  sinews 

 

 

meyapaliko  work 
 

miinki  wait 
 

miinkiliko  wait 
 

mikaal  honey 
 

mikaalba  honeysuckle-place 
 

mikan  facing 
 

milaba  place of fun 
 

milkamilka  collarbone 

 

 

milkara  eyebrows 

 

 

mimaliko  wait 
 

minaan  how much? 
 

Minamba  Teaching place 
 

minambo minambo  subject matter 
 

minangbo  something 
 

minaring  what 
 

minaringtin  why 
 

minbiliko  grind 
 

minki  sympathise 
 

minkikaan  sympathiser 
 

minkikaane  emotion 
 



minmai mokaal 
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minmai  gymea lily 
• Honey-eaters love the nectar of 

these large, crimson flowers on 

stems 2-3 m tall. These birds were 

ready prey to be cooked and eaten! •

 Aboriginal people in the Lake 

Macquarie district of NSW were 

observed in 1836 roasting the stems, 

having cut them when a foot and a 

half high and as thick as a person's 

arm. • They also roasted the roots 

which they made into a sort of cake 

to be eaten cold. 

 

 

minmora  grinding Stones, The Place of 
 

mintariba  hunter 
 

minyan  red-browed Finch 

 

 

miparai  honeycomb 

 

 

mirabuka  southern Cross 
 

miral  miserable 
 

mirang  shoulder 

 

 

mirangka  shoulder 
 

miri  dingo 

 

 

miriiliko  sharpen 
 

miriin  sharpened point 
 

miringil  ready 
 

miriyira  pademelon 
 

mirka  perhaps 
 

mirkiin  purity 
 

miromalikaan  watcher 
 

miromaliko  save 
 

mita  sore 
 

mitamitang  sores 
 

mitang  wounded 
 

miti  small 
 

mitiliko  wait 
 

miyeliko  hinder 
 

mokaal  weapons 
 



mokalmokal munang 
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mokalmokal  knee caps 

 

 

mokoyi  mud oysters 

 

 

molokaan  waning moon 
 

mootiliko  pound 
 

mooto  red-bellied Black Snake 

 

 

moriliko  wind up 
 

moring  speck 
 

mornan  difficult 
 

moroko  sky 

 

 

moroon  alive 
 

morowan  calm 
 

moting  spear 
 

mowane  kangaroo 

 

 

moyika  cartilage 

 

 

moyiya  cool 
 

mula  boil 
 

mulamaliko  vomit 
 

mulo  thunder 
 

mulubin  sea fern 
 

mulubinba  place of the sea-fern 
 

mumbiliko  lend/borrow 
 

munang  liver 

 

 



munangara muyin 
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munangara  latham's Snipe 

 

 

munangaraba  latham's-Snipe place 
 

munboonkaan  rock oyster 

 

 

muni  stars 

 

 

munmin  blind 
 

munukaan  place 
 

mupai  mute 
 

mupai  refuse food 
 

muraban  flower 

 

 

murabanba  flower-place 
 

muramai  talisman 
 

murayai  several 
 

muring  sea 

 

 

muriyang  east 
 

muron  ointment 
 

mutamutaang  dust 
 

mutang  crumb 
 

muten  canoe 
 

muyin  large blowfly 

 
 

 

 
 
 



nakang neyilpaiyeliko 
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N - n 

nakang  bee 

 

 

nakiliko  see 
 

nakoontibanbiliko  disregard 
 

nalka nalka  iron-stone 
 

nalka nalkaba  place of ironstone 
 

namaingaliko  overlook 
 

namaliko  press 
 

nangarawoliko  meet 
 

nangun  song 
 

nantaa  wood 

 

 

nantima  stature 
 

nara  ribs 

 

 

narakan  narrow gap between rivers 
 

nararing  stringy-bark tree 

 

 

naruta  lizard 

 

 

naruta kauwal  giant lizard 
 

nauwai  canoe 

 

 

neyilpaiyeliko  shout 
 



neyne ngarabangaliko 
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neyne  sand flies 
A mixture of kangaroo fat and diluted 

gum was used to repel these insects. 

(A1347, QDAH) 

 

 

ngaalngaabaa  place to relax 
 

ngaan  who 
 

ngaanang  whom 
 

ngaanbo  who 
 

ngaanke  who 
 

ngaanumba  whose 
 

ngaari  shins 

 

 

ngaatoong  nothing 
 

ngaba  yes 
 

ngaikang  eye 

 

 

ngakaang  hips 

 

 

ngakomaliko  lie 
 

ngakoombiliko  decieve 
 

ngakoyeliko  lie 
 

ngakoyiye  hypocrite 
 

ngala  that 
 

ngali  this 
 

ngalngaba  sand spit 
 

ngalowa  that 
 

ngalowakaan  content 
 

nganka  first 
 

nganka nganka  first of all 
 

ngankakal  first 
 

ngaraakoonbi  finger 

 

 

ngaraan  thornbush 
 

Ngaraanba  Thornbush-place 
 

ngarabangaliko  convert 
 



ngaraka ngirimaliko 
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ngaraka  entrance 
 

ngarakaan  sacred bush 
 

ngaraliko  hear 
 

ngaramaingaliko  ignore 
 

ngaramang  initiate 
 

ngaranpoorbariliko  weep 
 

ngarara  mercy 
 

ngarawaliko  lost 
 

ngarawan  plain 
 

ngarawatiliko  forget 
 

ngarayeliko  listen 
 

ngariliko  change: to undergo change 
 

ngarinambai  son-in-law 
 

ngaringari  pant 
 

ngaro  son 
 

ngaro ngaro  fall down 
 

ngarokal  elder 
 

ngarokaliko  turn 
 

ngarokiinbiliko  stand 
 

ngarokiliko  stand up 

 

 

ngarombai  elderly man 
 

ngarongara  rugged, Proud 
 

ngarongeyn  elderly woman 

 

 

ngaroongka  proud 
 

ngatapantiliko  gnash the teeth 
 

ngati  happened 
 

ngati  nothing 
 

ngatita  secret place 
 

ngatowa  i 
 

Ngawantalan  Gwandalan 
 

ngawuwa  sea gull 

 

 

ngerimaliko  select 
 

ngimiliko  recognise 
 

nginowa  goodbye 
 

ngintowa  you (singular) 
 

ngiraliko  tie 
 

ngiratimaliko  feed 
 

ngiriliko  mourn 
 

ngirimaliko  choose 
 



ngirimbai ngumaingaliko 
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ngirimbai  daughter 
 

ngirin  sister 

 

 

ngiririr  compassionate 
 

ngiyakai  this way 
 

ngolokonang  red bream 

 

 

ngolowin  completed; finished 
 

ngoloyaawey  belmont Point 
 

ngoolo  forehead 

 

 

ngoong  mute 
 

ngooroowin  emu 

 

 

ngooroowinba  female emu place 
 

ngorangoon  left hand side of the body 

 

 

ngoro  three 

 

 

ngorobota  thrice only 
 

ngorokaan  morning/Dawn 
A camp song praising the welcoming 

the morning dawn...Ngoe-ro-kan 

(p.71 AHR) 
 

ngoroong  blood 
 

ngoting  short 
 

ngowara  face 

 

 

ngowi  strange 
 

ngukiliko  give 
 

ngumaingaliko  offer 
 



nguna nuru 
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nguna  elbow 

 

 

ngupaiyiko  give back 
 

nguraki  wise 
 

ngurakiye  initiate 
 

ngureyang  ears 

 

 

nikin  coal 
 

nikinba  place of coal 
 

nilan nilaan  smashed 
 

nimaliko  pinch 
 

ninaang  flathead 

 

 

ningaliko  play 
 

ninmiliko  seize 
 

niriti  mutton bird 

 

 

Niritiba  Mutton-bird place 
 

niwuwa  he 
 

niyuwara  displeased 
 

nukang  woman 
 

nukoro  nose 

 

 

nulai  amount 
 

numaliko  touch 
 

numba  finger 

 

 

nungkiliko  succeed 
 

nupaliko  learn 
Nupalikolinba - possibly mean 

'learning place'Yarntiin nupalikolinba 

- 'everyone learning at this 

place'Nupalikoba - 'place to learn' 
 

nuriliko  throw boomerang 
 

nuru  dark 
 



nuwaliko pameri 
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nuwaliko  strive 
 

nuwiyeliko  diligence 
 

P - p 

paamai  flower 

 

 

paamaikaan  flowering place 

 

 

paikaliko  act 
 

paipiliko  occur 
 

paiyabaara  ti-tree 

 

 

pako  stone axe 

 

 

palamanba  swamp 
 

palantara  glisten 
 

pali  salt 
 

palii  voice 
 

palpal  swing 
 

pamara  river 

 

 

pambai  alone 
 

pambalang  clan name 
 

pameri  grass tree 

 

 



panal paramaibaan 
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panal  sun 

 

 

panbai  alone 
 

panbang  sea Slug 

 

 

pangiliko  compare 
 

panta  mistake 
 

pantei  narrow place 
 

pantimai  messenger 
They were men of experience whose 

duty was to negotiate with 

neighbouring tribes and settle 

disputes or arrange details of battles. 

When travelling on missions of 

importance they wore a possum 

cloak and girdles. The Buntamai were 

regarded as neutral and were always 

guaranteed freedom form assult of 

treachery. They received a full 

measure of recognition and deep 

tribal appreciation as their place in 

the system of governement was of 

the utmost importance. The of the 

Buntamai aer the basis of many 

Aboriginal stories and they were the 

heroes of many legends. (p. A1342, 

QDAH) 
 

pantimaliko  throw down 
 

panting  hill 
 

pantol  piece 
 

pantolong  apple 

 

 

papai  near 
 

paraang  abdomen 

 

 

parai  country 
 

paral  white 

 

 

paramai  cockle 

 

 

paramai  kidney 
 

paramaibaan  platypus 
The name of the platypus means "the 

eater of cockles": it has bony plates 

in its "bill" and can therefore 

penetrate the shell of cockles; but it 

also feeds on worms and small 

crustaceans. 

 

 



parbangaliko pira 
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parbangaliko  lighten 
 

pareyang  daytime 
 

paribaangba  ants' nest 

 

 

pariiyang  flesh 
 

parimankaan  salmon 
 

parkaliko  fly 
 

parokalkan  finger 

 

 

parool  heavy 
 

parowang  dove 

 

 

patara  flesh 
 

patiiniliko  drop 
 

Patikaan  The Hairy Man 
 

patiliko  bite 
 

peyakaliko  fetch-water 
 

pika  womb 
 

pilapai  valley 
 

pilapai kalaitaran  valley 
 

pilatoro  set 
 

pilobatiliko  founder 
 

pilokaliko  sink 
 

pimiliko  earnest 
 

pimpi  ashes 
 

pingerung  hawk 

 

 

piniliko  dig 
 

pinkirkaliko  burst 
 

pintakiliko  float 
 

pintiliko  knock down 
 

pipeliko  walk 

 

 

pipita  falcon 

 

 

pira  tired 
 



piralmaliko porapora 
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piralmaliko  urge 
 

piralo  urging 
 

pirama  duck 

 

 

pirankakiliko  pleased 
 

piriko  deep 
 

piringan  lightning 
 

piriraal  strong 
 

pirita  oyster 

 

 

piriwal  chieftain 
 

pirobal  hard 
 

Piroloong  Sound of Patikaan 
 

Pitalba  Quiet place 
 

pitalkakiliko  happy 
 

pitalmaliko  happy 
 

pito  white clay 
 

Pitoba  White clay place 
A place of pipe-clay; from Pit-to, 

pipe-clay, which is used to give a 

delicate shade of pure whitenesson 

the black skin of the dark native both 

male and female. When decorating 

for the dance, the skin is slightly 

tinted with this substance instead of 

the celebrated pearl-white of the 

British fair ones:- but on funeral 

occasions the head is plaistered 

thickly with pipe-clay, especially by 

the women, as mourning for the 

deceased. The face would be covered 

with streams of blood flowing from 

cuts made purposely in the scalp, and 

smear from head to foot, with 

pipe-clay, save where burning on the 

thigh, and clots of blood cover the 

skin.  (ARP V1, pg 63) 
 

pitotaba  swansea Channel 

 

 

place  hello 
 

polong  set 
 

poonkoong  short 
 

poono  dust 
 

Poonti  Overlooking view 
 

Poontobang  Moon-man 
 

pooranwiitiliko  dream 
 

pooribai  husband 
 

poorikanbai  wife 
 

poorkakiliko  born 
 

poormaliko  born 
 

popolameri  pigeon 
 

porapora  smoke-ceremony stick 
 



poreyi taiyool 
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poreyi  tall 
 

porobaliko  smooth 
 

poromarong  eagle 

 

 

poroongkul  round 
 

porowang  eye 

 

 

porowei  eagle 

 

 

powaikaliko  grow 
 

Powaramalong  Creek 
 

poyito  smoke 
 

poyitong  level 
 

poyiyeliko  beg 
 

poyiyeyakaliko  hang on 
 

pulba  island 

 

 

puloongkaliko  enter 
 

pululpulul  tremble 
 

puna  sand 
 

puromaliko  lift 

 

 

putiliko  annoint 
 

puto  black 

 

 

puwen puwen  pebbles 
 

T - t 

taalbiin  hunter's mouth 
 

taiyool  son 
 



takal talul 
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takal  temples 

 

 

takara  cold 
 

takarir  winter 
 

takiliko  eat 
 

takoma  shag, small 

 

 

talabi  native clover 

 

 

talamaliko  hold 
 

talan  tongue 

 

 

talbaliko  escape 
 

taleyamaliko  catch 
 

taling  across 
 

talingkabiliko  across 
 

talka  ti-tree 

 

 

talkaba  ti-tree-place 

 

 

talkiri  bramble 
 

Talkiriba  Bramble place 
 

talman  grave 
 

talokaan  belongings 
 

talowai  taro roots 

 

 

talul  heavy 
 



tambiri tarang 
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tambiri  lips 
'Wiling' is more common for lips, but 

this term denotes the lips in a more 

symbolic way as to keeps them 

closed to keep ritual knowledge 

secret. 

 

 

tamboyi  ibis 

 

 

tampowa  clay 
 

Tampowaba  Place of clay 
 

tanan  approach 
 

tangaikan  mother-in-law 
 

tangkiliko  tarry 
 

tankaan  mother 

 

 

tankaanbeyn  thumb 

 

 

tanowa  begin 
 

tanowakalbo  suddenly 
 

tanowanangbo  soon 
 

tanta tanta  overwhelm 
 

tantalaang  full 
 

tantowa  enough 
 

tara  calves 

 

 

tarai  another 
 

taraika taraika  one to another 
 

tarakil  veins 

 

 

taral  split 
 

taralbangaliko  split 
 

tarang  forearm 

 

 

tarang  huddle 
 



tararaan taruralong 
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tararaan  no 
 

tararkari  ears 

 

 

tararma  boomerang 

 

 

tararmaka uwaliin  Returning 

boomerang 
 

tararmakowa tetiliin  boomerang 
 

tararmakowa yiri  Ceremonial 

boomerang 
 

tararmaliko  throw 
 

tarere  other similar things 
 

tarii  fig 
 

tarkarlong  forest oak 
• The She-oak was used for making 

boomerangs, shields and clubs 

because the wood is so hard.• Young 

shoots were gathered and chewed to 

relieve from thirst.• Young cones 

were cooked and eaten and the older 

seeds were roasted.• The bark has 

been used as a remedy for diarrhea, 

cough, sore throat, toothache, 

headache, swellings, and sores. They 

would mix the bark with water to 

apply to the affected areas. Extracts 

from the bark were also used for 

tanning hides and preserving fishing 

lines and fabrics.• Sap from branches 

and roots were drinkable. The gum 

from the tree or cones were edible or 

were put in warm water to drink.  

 

 

tarkin  face 

 

 

taro  stone 
 

taroong  assortment  
 

taroongkamaliko  mix 
 

taruralong  gum tree 

 

 



tateyliko tingira 
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tateyliko  eat and walk 
 

tawute  bark cups 
 

tawuwa tawuwa!  eat 
 

tembiiriibeyn  adder 

 

 

tenkene  creek bush 
 

terakong  marshland 
 

Terambamba  Rising ground 
 

terambariin  gum tree 
 

tering  flower 

 

 

Teringba  Place of the white flower on the 

sand. 
 

teringing  nightjar 
 

teti  dead 
 

tetibaliko  die 
 

tetibangaliko  murder 
 

tetibariliko  die 
 

tetibunkaliko  kill 
 

tetikakiliko  dead 
 

tibin  bird 

 

 

tibun  bones 

 

 

tiira  teeth 

 

 

tiirabeynba  tooth-like place 
 

tiirakal  peaches 
 

timbaliko  avenge 
 

timor  boulder 
 

tina  toes 

 

 

tingali  good hunting ground 
 

tingira  sea 
 



tingkang tomala 
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tingkang  eye of a needle 
 

tingko  dingo 

 

 

tinting  crab 

 

 

tiraal  branch of a tree 

 

 

tirabaliko  descend 
 

tirai  withered 
 

tiraikaan  withered thing 
 

tirangkaliko  awake 
 

tiri  nails 

 

 

tiriki  flames 
 

tiriki  red 
 

tirikiba  place of flame 
 

tiril  tick 

 

 

tirilba  place of ticks 
 

tiriliko  shake off 
 

tirki  music 
 

Titaling  Dreaming frog 

 

 

titiliko  pluck 
 

tiwoliko  look for 
 

tiyambiliko  send 
 

tiyirbariliko  break 
 

tiyirkaliko  break 
 

tokool  straight 
 

tokoolbota  truth 
 

tokoyi  night 
 

tolomaliko  shake 
 

toloong toloong  separate 
 

tomala  creek noise 
 



toongtoong tukiinumaliko 
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toongtoong  marrow 
bone-marrow is an important source 

of valuable nutrients for any 

hunter-gatherer people. 
 

tootakaroo  myrtle tree 

 

 

tootoong  news 
 

toping  mosquito 

 

 

torii  tide 
 

Torii torii  Tidal creek 
 

tornatema  star wing 
"This bird so called from the white 

spot in its wings, is of the hawk 

species. When soaring in the air it has 

a very beaitiful appearance from the 

transparent nature of its pluamge. In 

size the star wing appraoches the 

english sparrow hawk though 

somewhat smaller" 

 

 

torokararing  palm tree 

 

 

torololul  slippery 
 

toroongan  black whale 

 

 

towanta  afterwards 
 

towaribari  creek 
 

towikoyi  superb Fairy-Wren 

 

 

towolong  lorikeet 

 

 

tukiinumaliko  preserve 
 



tulan tutoong 
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tulan  mouse 

 

 

tulatalai  passion 
 

tulowin  narrow 
 

tulutiliko  kick 
 

tumaliko  regard 
 

tumimiliko  aware 
 

tumimiliko  watch 
 

tunang  rosella 
 

tunbamaliko  thread 
 

tunbiliko  exchange 
 

tunganbiliko  show 
 

tungi  council ground 
 

tungkamaliko  find 
 

tungkangkeri  right-hand 

 

 

tungkiliko  cry 
 

tunung  stone 
 

turakaiyeliko  convince 
 

turaliko  pierce 
 

tureya  bream 

 

 

turi  water weed 
 

turibang  river 
 

turiin  honest 
 

turiinbiliko  fulfil 
 

turiinwiyeliko  swear 
 

turon  restored whole 
 

turool  heal  
 

turoonpiri  starve 
 

turowan  right side of body 

 

 

turukiliko  sprout 
 

turukoonbiliko  punish 
 

tutaliko  stretch out 
 

tutoong  stunned 
 



tutoring waiyii 
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tutoring  naked 
 

tuwirikaliko  drag 
 

tuwolerar  food-paste 
 

u 

ubaliko  use 
 

umaliko  do 
 

umiliko  help 
 

unteliko  dance 
 

uwaliko  move 
 

W - w 

waabikang  port Jackson Shark 

 

 

waakan  crow 

 

 

waaling  rainbow Lorikeet 

 

 

Waarawolang  Mt. Warrawolong 
 

waibaliko  hunt 
 

waibong  deserted campsite 
 

Waikung  Fraser Park 
 

waipiliko  wrestle 
 

waita  depart 
 

waiyi  dingo 

 

 

waiyii  bushfire 

 

 



waiyilaa waneyn 
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waiyilaa  cockatoo 

 

 

waiyoong  yam 

 

 

waiyoongtong  digging stick 
 

wakarabil  muddy Creek 
 

wakool  one 

 

 

wakool wakool  seldom 
 

wakoolbota  once 
 

walabi  wallaby 

 

 

walangkara  flathead 

 

 

walarbang  wallaroo 

 

 

walaru  wallaroo 

 

 

walingan  fishhook 
 

wamaliko  skin 
 

wanan   fragments 
 

waneyn  rainbow lorikeet 

 

 



wanga wariwarikaliko 
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wanga  wonga pigeon 

 

 

wapara  chest 
 

wapingai  hill 
 

wara  stomach 

 

 

waraa  palm of the hand 

 

 

waraan  four 

 

 

warabangaliko  turn 
 

warai  outside 
 

warai  spear 

 

 

waran  level 
 

warata  waratah 
• Aboriginal people enjoyed a rich 

honeyed juice which they sip from its 

flowers. 

 

 

warekaliko  put away 
 

wareya  little 
 

wareyalaang  sparingly 
 

warikal  dingo 
Tame dogs, both male and female, 

used when hunting Kangaroos 

'moani' and wallaby's 'bul-long'. (p. 

40 AHR) 

 

 

warikaliko  throw away/out 
 

warin warin  crooked 
 

wariwarikaliko  scatter 
 



warkaring watalong 
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warkaring  gum tree 

 

 

waroombang  knee 

 

 

waropara  honeysuckle 
• The copious amounts of sweet 

nectar was sucked form the 

flowers.The flowers could be soaked 

in water to make a sweet refreshing 

drink. 

 

 

waroyi  hornet 

 

 

watakal  swimmer 
 

watakaleyn  swimmer 
 

watalong  wattle 
• The people would soak the bark in a 

wooden coolamon next to an open 

fire to extract their own antiseptics. 

Cuts, burns, aching joints, tooth 

aches and colds were treated with 

this decoction. • The bark was split 

into lengths of coarse string to 

produce fibre for making baskets and 

for binding the flint heads onto their 

spear shafts. Young bark was used 

for making rope and the inner bark 

was used to make fishing line.• The 

Awabakal people constructed the 

frames of their humpies from the 

flexible branches then covered them 

with bark sheaths or coarse foliage.•

 Wattle grub frass (the fine powdery 

material plant-eating insects pass as 

waste after digesting plant parts) 

was a valuable fuel for fire lighting. •

 The seeds were ground into nutrient 

rich flour that was mixed with water 

and baked on fire ashes to make 

damper. • When the black wattle 

started to flower it was a sign that the 

blackfish would be biting. • Wattle 

gum could be chewed as a sweet 

treat or mixed with water to make 

jelly or a tasty drink.• Crushed 

flowers would be made into a paste 

then placed in small pools near rivers 

or waterholes. This reduced the 

oxygen in the water which 

temporarily stunned the fish so they 

could be easily caught. • At the base 

of the trunk roots grow at the perfect 

angle for making boomerangs. The 

light strong wood was also used to 

make bullroarers. This type of wattle 

often houses witchetty grubs which 

attract black cockatoos; both 

provided food for the Awabakal 

people.  

 

 



watan wiki 
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watan  chin 

 

 

watapaliko  swim 
 

watawaliko  tread 
 

watawarewaliko  tread water 
 

watikang  sugar Glider 

 

 

watiyelong  trees 

 

 

wau  hey 
 

Wauwai  Bunyip 
 

Wauwaraan  Wauwai's Place 
 

wauwikal  floater 
 

wauwikaleyn  floater 
 

wauwiliko  float 
 

werekata  kookaburra 

 

 

werekataleyn  kookaburra 
Haslam notes that dreamings to do 

with the werekataleyn contained 

strong elements of kinship belief. 

"They had long known the peculiar 

kinship arrangement, that exists in 

the mating season of the 

Kookaburras; they were aware that 

at times only selected couples would 

nest and that they and their young 

would be supported by other birds in 

the kinship group. It was the kind of 

secret knowledge tey kept amon 

themsleves, unless, of course, as did 

happen, some early settlers gained 

thier complete confidence and were 

introduced t some of the stories of 

tribal history and mytsicism that had 

been handed down through 

centuries" See page A1248, LC8 for 

the dreaming story. MP 

 

 

werii  fine day 
 

weyir weyir  lame 
 

wiiwii  yuck 
 

wiki  bushtucker 
 



wilai wiringbakiliko 
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wilai  possum 
Trees were climbed by means of 

notches and the prey i.e., wilai 

clubbed. Possums were the staple for 

the inner country Awabakal people at 

least. They caught them by various 

kinds of snares and traps which were 

set at the foot of a tree in which a 

family of possums live, and generally 

one or two were caught in this 

manner. About sundown the possum 

descends from his tree hole to drink 

and to browse upon the tender 

herbage on the ground, and it is while 

descending that he invariably gets 

entangled in the snares made of 

fibre, the sinew of kangaroo, or spun 

hair. By setting dozens of these 

snares, a breakfast was generally 

obtained.  

 

 

wilang  lag behind 
 

wilangbo  return 
 

wiling  lips 

 

 

wilka  weeping willow tree 
 

wimbi  bowl 
 

winakang  flying fox 

 

 

winal  pelvic region 

 

 

wineliko  burn 
 

winta  portion 
 

winung  basket 
 

wipaikaanba  nobby's Head 

 

 

wipi  wind 
 

wir  waft 
 

wira  root(s) 
 

wiral  herd 
 

wiran  branch 
 

wirikai  custom 
 

wirilikaane  broom 

 

 

wiriliko  flailed 
 

wiriliko  wind up 
 

wiringbakiliko  seal 
 



wiripaang wombati 
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wiripaang  eagle 

 

 

wirobakiliko  heat up 
 

wirobaliko  follow 
 

wirokaliko  hot 
 

wirwir  cheerfully 
 

witiliko  sing 
 

witimaliko  fall 
 

witipalmaliko  trance 
 

wiwi  quiet 
 

wiya  say 
 

wiyaleyliko  speak 
 

wiyapaiyeliko  ungrateful 
 

wiyayeliko  reply 
 

wiyayemaliko  accuse 
 

wiyelikaan  speaker 
 

wiyelikaane  word 
 

wiyeliko  tell 
 

wiyeya  repeat 
 

woka  up 
 

wolang  head 

 

 

wolatiliko  meet 
 

wolawola  go 
 

wolombai  meeting place 
 

womarakaan  drake 

 

 

womarar  spear thrower 
 

wombal  sea beach 

 

 

wombalabirang  east 
 

wombati  wombat 

 

 



wonai wunibaikaamba 
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wonai  child 

 

 

wonang  whereat 
 

woneyn  which way 
 

wonguntiliko  forget 
 

wonkal  fool 
 

wonkalaang  foolishly 
 

wonta  where 
 

wontakalowa  which way 
 

wontaring  where to? 
 

wontiwonti  owl 
 

wooloma  calves 

 

 

woro woro  swell up 
 

woropil  clothing 
 

worowaan  cloak 
 

wotara  shallow 
 

wotaraba  shallow-place 
 

wowateliko  lick 
 

woyi  eyelash 

 

 

woyinkiliko  stoop 
 

woyinu  infirmity 
 

woyipiin  eyelashes 

 

 

woyiyo  grass 

 

 

woyiyokaan  legless lizard 

 

 

wunal  summer 
 

wungambai  daughter 
 

wungarapiin  youths 
 

wunibaikaamba  mud crab place 
 



wunibaikaan yaayiin 
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wunibaikaan  mud crab 

 

 

wunkiliko  left 
 

wuno  bend 
 

wuntokeri  left hand 

 

 

wupiliko  put 
 

wuran  hair 

 

 

wuranbaring  hairy 
 

wurankaan  fly 

 

 

wuriin  flying insect 
 

wuroka  nape 

 

 

wuruwai  battle 
 

wutiban  salmon 
 

wutiliko  cover 
 

wuwarai  scorpion 
 

y 

yaangkabaliko  saw-Sharpen 
 

yaaro  egg 

 

 

yaayi  this! 
 

yaayiin  owl 

 

 



yakarbun yelambiliko 
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yakarbun  grass 

 

 

yaki  such that 
 

yakita  now 
 

yakitabo  instantly 
 

yakowai  how 
 

yakowanta  when 
 

yama  intervene 
 

yamamaliko  lead 
 

yambolong  fern tree 
• Young fronds were roasted then 

eaten as an invigorating tonic after 

any kind of disease • Unopened 

fronds were eaten raw or after 

roasting.• The apex of the trunk 

contains a core of white starch which 

was eaten raw or roasted on fire 

ashes. The people split the stem open 

and scooped out the pith.  

 

 

yanowa  do not 
 

yanti  thus 
 

yantiin  everyone 
 

yapalan  woe 
 

yapang  path 

 

 

yarakai  evil 
 

yaralkaliko  recede 
 

yarang  again 
 

yarangan  hunger 
 

yarawonga  wonga pigeon 
 

yarbaliko  saw 
 

yarei  beard 
 

yareya  evening 
 

yareyakal  worn away 
 

yareyl  clouds 
 

yari  consider 
 

yaringkaliko  laugh 
 

yaro yaro  scatter 
 

yela  ankles 

 

 

yelalong  swampy place 
 

yelambiliko  dwell 
 



yelawola yiyirkaliko 
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yelawola  sit 

 

 

yelawoliko  sit 

 

 

yelena  moon 

 

 

yerar  leaf 

 

 

yeyai  fruit 

 

 

yikitabo  rarely 
 

yileyn  bait 

 

 

yimaliko  encourage 
 

yimaliko  fluff 
 

yinaal  son 
 

yinaalkan  daughter 
 

yinang  bag 
 

yinbiliko  kindle fire 
 

yipaliko  scold 
 

yira  wooden sword 
 

yirang  tribal Division 
 

yiremba  howl 
 

yiring  feather 

 

 

yiring  possum fur 
 

yiritaba  sacred place 
 

yiriyiri  sacred 
 

yiteliko  nibble 
 

yitera  named 
 

yiterabul  named 
 

yiyirkaliko  rip 
 



yookool yutabiliko 
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yookool  lungs 

 

 

yoyiring  ant 

 

 

yukaliko  send 
 

yuki  dingo 

 

 

yukita  afterwards 
 

yulmaliko  knock free 
 

yulo  sole of the foot 

 

 

yulota  footstep 
 

yuna  behold 
 

yuntiliko  hurt 
 

yunung  turtle 

 

 

yuraa  clouds 

 

 

yuraki  long ago 
 

yuring  leave 
 

yurobaliko  hide 
 

yuroongkal  diver 
 

yuroongkaleyn  diver 
 

yuroongkiliko  dive 
 

yurowa  sun 

 

 

yurowin  bream 

 

 

yutabiliko  pulsate 
 



yutiliko yuwongkong 
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yutiliko  guide 
 

yuwaibaliko  thrust, impel 
 

yuwaibiliko  push away 
 

yuwakanyang  leather jacket 

 

 

yuwongkong  cuckoo 
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axe assemble 

 1 

a 

axe  baibai 

 

 

apple  pantolong 

 

 

approach  tanan 
 

area south of Glenrock Lagoon  
barawaalba 

 

argue  kowakiliko 
 

apple  bootaring 
The orange fruit was eaten only when 

they were ripe enough to fall from the 

bush. They can be poisonous if eaten 

unripe. 

 

 

appear  baikaliko 
 

ants' nest  paribaangba 

 

 

anxious  kambarolaang 
 

any  -karing 
 

appear  baibiliko 
 

argument  kowakilaita 
 

around  karai karai 
 

avenge  timbaliko 
 

ashes  pimpi 
 

awake  tirangkaliko 
 

abdomen  paraang 

 

 

aware  tumimiliko 
 

at  -aba 
 

at  -kinba 
 

assemble  kawumaliko 
 

assemble  kawutiliko 
 



assembly always 

 2 

assembly  kawuwamaka 
ka-armarka was a call sent out to 

people in clan or tribe when a 

meeting was desired or social activity 

had been arranged. These calls were 

made by word of mouth and did not 

involve the use of the sacred 

herald--poontamai (A1082, LC1) MP 
 

assortment   taroong 
 

ant  yoyiring 

 

 

attacker  bunkilikaan 
 

afterwards  towanta 
 

afterwards  yukita 
 

again  kateya 
 

again  yarang 
 

adder  tembiiriibeyn 

 

 

act  paikaliko 
 

acacia shrub  bingelibera 

 

 

ant  borintoor 

 

 

across  taling 
 

across  talingkabiliko 
 

alive  moroon 
 

all  mariin 
 

accuse  wiyayemaliko 
 

ankles  yela 

 

 

annoint  putiliko 
 

another  tarai 
 

alone  pambai 
 

animal  batikaang 

 

 

angry  bakakakiliko 
 

alone  panbai 
 

always  katai 
 



amount brave 

 3 

amount  nulai 
 

anger  baka 
 

another  -tarai 
 

B - b 

Bramble place  Talkiriba 
 

bowl  wimbi 
 

boulder  timor 
 

brain  kumbarokaan 

 

 

born  poormaliko 
 

bramble  koyikaling 

 

 

born  poorkakiliko 
 

bramble  maro 
 

blood  ngoroong 
 

bramble  talkiri 
 

branch  wiran 
 

boomerang  tararmakowa tetiliin 
 

blood  kumara 
 

blow  boombiliko 
 

blind  munmin 
 

boomerang  tararma 

 

 

body  karabang 
 

bones  tibun 

 

 

burst  pinkirkaliko 
 

boil  mula 
 

branch of a tree  tiraal 

 

 

bury  bapiliko 
 

brave  matal 
 



blackfish black whale 

 4 

blackfish  makong 

 

 

bush  kurang 

 

 

burn  wineliko 
 

butterfly  baiyangbaiyaang 
one who flutters 

 

 

bushfire  waiyii 

 

 

busy  marai marai 
 

burn  kiyubaliko 
 

bushtucker  wiki 
 

bream  tureya 

 

 

Bunyip  Wauwai 
 

break  tiyirkaliko 
 

bream  yurowin 

 

 

break  tiyirbariliko 
 

broom  wirilikaane 

 

 

brother  bingai 

 

 

brown Snake  kaan 
Restricted as food to elders. 

 

 

bye  kumba kumba 
 

brother  kambal 
All the boys in a clan were closely 

related, and so all the youngest one's 

junior were 'kambal'. Compare with 

'Bingai'. 
 

black whale  toroongan 

 

 



baby bait 

 5 

baby  bobong 

 

 

basket  kokei 

 

 

battle  wuruwai 
 

battlefield  bunkilingeyl 
 

basket  winung 
 

because  kala 
 

be that  katiliko 
 

beard  yarei 
 

barracouta  kulambarang 

 

 

be/stay  kakiliko 
 

bag  yinang 
 

black Snake  bolongro 

 

 

back  balkakako 
 

bail  kiriliko 
 

back  balka 

 

 

bark  kataal 
The bark of a certain unknown 

species of tree; also name for a canoe 

of that bark. 
 

bait  yileyn 

 

 



banksia being 

 6 

banksia  kararkarmatara 
It is known that the banksia exudes a 

rich nectar from its flowers and that it 

was a practice among Aboriginal 

people to run their hand over the 

blossom and then lap the nectar from 

their hand. • The flower spikes were 

sucked to obtain the nectar. Early 

settlers called banksias 

'honeysuckles'.• Banksia trees are a 

reliable source of insect larvae which 

are extracted as food. • The 

flower-cones were soaked in water in 

bark or wooden containers to extract 

the nectar to make sweet drinks. This 

sweet water, when added to tasteless 

wattle gum and left to stand, 

produces an edible jelly like 

substance. If left to stand on its own 

the sweet water would naturally 

ferment and become alcoholic. This 

alcohol was for the consumption of 

the men only. • The syrup can be 

used as a soother for sore throats 

and has been known to ease 

diarrhoea. •The bark can be burnt to 

ash, which can be applied to sores on 

the skin as a healing agent. • They 

can be smeared with fat and burnt as 

candles. • Old man Banksia timber 

was used for tool construction. Above 

is a tool (needle) made from banksia 

wood and used in the weaving of 

baskets and mats. • Coolamons were 

hollowed out from swollen corky 

lignotubers of old man banksia.  

 

 

because  koyito 
 

bandicoot  koworowal 

 

 

become  bungkaliko 
 

belongings  talokaan 
 

bark cups  tawute 
 

belmont Point  ngoloyaawey 
 

bend  wuno 
 

bellbird  kowoman 

 

 

black  puto 

 

 

bee  nakang 

 

 

bite  patiliko 
 

bellbird  booyaan 

 

 

birdcall  makara 
 

being  -katako 
 



bird cut 

 7 

bird  tibin 

 

 

beetle  arbin 

 

 

beg  poyiyeliko 
 

being  -ka 
 

begin  batabiliko 
 

begin  tanowa 
 

before  -taanga 
 

beginning time  kari kari 
 

behold  yuna 
 

C - c 

cockle  paramai 

 

 

convince  turakaiyeliko 
 

convert  ngarabangaliko 
 

cooee  kaayi 
 

contest  kaikiliko 
 

cool  moyiya 
 

council ground  tungi 
 

corpse  mamuyaa 
 

cough  koyinomaliko 
 

content  ngalowakaan 
 

corroboree  korobori 
 

consider  yari 
 

cold  karkar 
 

completed; finished  ngolowin 
 

country  parai 
 

cold  takara 
 

collarbone  milkamilka 

 

 

collect  bowamaliko 
 

complain  kowateliko 
 

come  antikolang 
 

compassionate  ngiririr 
 

cut  kanbuntiliko 
 



compare coward 

 8 

compare  pangiliko 
 

cover  wutiliko 
 

cuckoo  yuwongkong 

 

 

covering  kirikin 
 

cry  tungkiliko 
 

curlew  bowawaal 

 

 

crumb  mutang 
 

current  bangaikal 
 

cuttlefish  korowatalan 

 

 

custom  wirikai 
 

cockatoo  waiyilaa 

 

 

crowd  malangkamaliko 
 

cut  kalingtiyeliko 
 

crow  waakan 

 

 

Creation time man  Banaa 
Ngurakaali and Banaa - brothers of 

creation time who inaugurated the 

marriage laws (Tamba) and the 

prohibition of a man speaking to, or 

looking at, his mother-in-law.  
 

crooked  warin warin 
 

crab  tinting 

 

 

Creator  Baiyami 

 

 

coward  kintakaan 
 



creek cartilage 

 9 

creek  kiranta 
 

creek noise  tomala 
 

Creek  Powaramalong 
 

creek bush  tenkene 
 

cycads  barakong 
This was one of the staple plants that 

the Awabakal people had and was 

mainly available in winter. The nuts 

were sliced and soaked in water a 

number of days to allow the poison to 

be filtered out. After, the nuts are 

ground into a paste and made into 

cakes to be cooked on the fire. 

 

 

creek  towaribari 
 

catfish  bowata 

 

 

cabbage tree  karangali 
The fibres of this plant were used in 

many artefacts, including fishing 

lines and ropes in general.• The 

growing tip of the palm can be eaten 

raw or roasted. But harvesting of this 

tip was rare as it kills the plant.• The 

leaves were used as roof thatch and 

for weaving baskets. • The fibrous 

bark was used to make fishing lines 

and nets.  

 

 

catch  taleyamaliko 
 

caves  koomerii 
Rock and cave shelter was available 

from Newcastle Beach to the 

Watagan Mountains 

 

 

cartilage  moyika 

 

 



cedar canoe 
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cedar  koolai 
• They used the white cedar bark as a 

fish poison. Chemicals found in white 

cedar will not kill but stun the fish 

when it passes through the gills. The 

poisoned fish would then float to the 

surface and they would be gathered 

in a bag or basket. Poisoning was 

generally done in stagnant pools or 

slow-flowing rivers and streams to 

allow the pounded bark to be 

concentrated through the water 

without being washed away or 

diluted by a strong current. • White 

Cedar Trees provide a good meal to 

the animals when in flower. Lorikeets 

and pigeons feeding on the seeds get 

drunk, fall out of the tree and are 

collected to cook on the fire.• The 

cedar tree is very good for providing 

shade. • This was not eaten by 

humans as it is poisonous; it was still 

very useful as fauna was gathered. 

 

 

cheeks  kalo 

 

 

centipede  baraan 

 

 

change: to undergo change  ngariliko 
 

carry  kariwaliko 
 

Ceremonial boomerang  tararmakowa 

yiri 
 

carry  kariliko 
 

calves  tara 

 

 

calm  morowan 
 

call out  kaayibaliko 
 

call assembly  kawuwiyeliko 
 

calves  wooloma 

 

 

campsite  koyiyoong 
 

carry  matarowa 

 

 

canoe  nauwai 

 

 



cockatoo clouds 
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cockatoo  keyarapai 

 

 

canoe  marinauwai 
 

cheerfully  wirwir 
 

cherry tree  kuworamba 
• The sweet, slightly astringent fruits 

were eaten. The under-ripe yellow 

fruits are bitter, but when they ripen 

and turn red, they become quite 

sweet.• The close grained wood was 

used to make spear throwers and 

bullroarers.• Green branches were 

placed in the fire as the smoke keeps 

mosquitoes away.  

 

 

cloak  worowaan 
 

canoe  muten 
 

climb  kalimaliko 
Awabakal men climbed trees, by 

cutting notches in the bark all the 

way up the to the top. 
 

clothing  woropil 
 

cleverman  karaakal 
Literally, a man of secrets. The 

Karaakal was highly regarded within 

the tribe as a medicine man.The 

knocking out of the tooth was the 

first stage of preparation for 

initiation. It was known as the tooth 

evulsion ceremony, performed by the 

medicine man (Karakal) of the 

Awabakal.(A1358, QDAH) MPS 
 

clouds  yareyl 
 

coast  korowataring 

 

 

chest  wapara 
 

coal  nikin 
 

Clear water  Maiyuna 
 

club  kootara 

 

 

clay  tampowa 
 

child  wonai 

 

 

clouds  yuraa 

 

 



class drink 
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class  +tai 
 

chin  watan 

 

 

chew  kiteliko 
 

choose  ngirimaliko 
 

chop  koolbantiliko 
 

chieftain  piriwal 
 

clan Name  kurambong 
 

clan  konara 
 

clan name  pambalang 
 

D - d 

displeased  niyuwara 
 

do not  kora 
 

do not  yanowa 
 

do  umaliko 
 

doer  -kaan 
 

do  ma 
 

don't  -yikora 
 

do  kapaliko 
 

diver  yuroongkaleyn 
 

dove  parowang 

 

 

disregard  nakoontibanbiliko 
 

ditch  kirai 
 

dive  yuroongkiliko 
 

diver  yuroongkal 
 

duck  pirama 

 

 

down  baraa 
 

drop  patiiniliko 
 

drown  marangkakiliko 
 

dingo  yuki 

 

 

dust  mutamutaang 
 

dust  poono 
 

drop  komoonba 
 

drink  bitamaliko 
 



drink dig 
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drink  bitaliko 
 

drag  tuwirikaliko 
 

drake  womarakaan 

 

 

dream  booran 
 

dream  pooranwiitiliko 
 

Dreaming frog  Titaling 

 

 

dwell  yelambiliko 
 

day after tomorrow  kumbakeynta 
 

dance  unteliko 
 

daylight  kirin 
 

daughter  ngirimbai 
 

dead  tetikakiliko 
 

daytime  pareyang 
 

daughter-in-law  kariinanbai 
 

dead  teti 
 

daughter  yinaalkan 
 

dark  kuworar 
 

dingo  miri 

 

 

dingo  marongkai 

 

 

daughter  wungambai 
 

dingo  tingko 

 

 

dingo  warikal 
Tame dogs, both male and female, 

used when hunting Kangaroos 

'moani' and wallaby's 'bul-long'. (p. 

40 AHR) 

 

 

decieve  ngakoombiliko 
 

deep  piriko 
 

depart  waita 
 

dig  piniliko 
 



digging stick emu 
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digging stick  waiyoongtong 
 

diligence  nuwiyeliko 
 

dingo  waiyi 

 

 

difficult  mornan 
 

die  tetibariliko 
 

die  tetibaliko 
 

descend  tirabaliko 
 

desert  koraring 
 

deserted campsite  waibong 
 

diamond Python  baralban 

 

 

dark  nuru 
 

e 

entrance  ngaraka 
 

enormous  kauwal kauwal 
 

enough  tantowa 
 

enter  puloongkaliko 
 

encourage  yimaliko 
 

emu  bayiibayii 
Jewelstown Swamp lands was once a 

breeding ground for Emus. 

 

 

emu-wren  boyiyongai 

 

 

emotion  minkikaane 
 

escape  talbaliko 
 

emu  koongkaroong 
Koongkaroong is named after the 

noise it makes, a low chortling or 

rumbling sound. 

 

 



emu eagle 
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emu  ngooroowin 

 

 

eye  ngaikang 

 

 

evening  yareya 
 

everyone  yantiin 
 

eye  porowang 

 

 

eye of a needle  tingkang 
 

eyebrows  milkara 

 

 

eyelash  woyi 

 

 

elegant  kalban kalban 
 

excrement  konaring 

 

 

everywhere  kayiin kayiin 
 

evil  yarakai 
 

excellent  maroroong 
 

exchange  tunbiliko 
 

eyelashes  woyipiin 

 

 

eagle  birabaan 
Birabaan the Eagle -hawk (Aquila 

audax) is a high order totem, and 

was the overall totem for the 

Awabakal people. 

 

 



ears egg 
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ears  ngureyang 

 

 

ears  tararkari 

 

 

east  muriyang 
 

east  wombalabirang 
 

earnest  pimiliko 
 

earlier  kari 
 

elderly woman  ngarongeyn 

 

 

eagle  porowei 

 

 

eagle  wiripaang 

 

 

eagle hawk  biraban 
 

eastern Spinebill  bambang 

 

 

eastern Yellow Robin  manga 

 

 

eat  takiliko 
 

egg  yaaro 

 

 



elbow fly 
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elbow  nguna 

 

 

elder  ngarokal 
 

elderly man  ngarombai 
 

eel  kaniin 

 

 

edge  bita 
 

edge  kayiin 
 

eat  tawuwa tawuwa! 
 

eat and walk  tateyliko 
 

echidna  kokangeri 
 

eagle  poromarong 

 

 

F - f 

flower-place  murabanba 
 

flutter  baiyangkaliko 
 

fluff  yimaliko 
 

flying insect  wuriin 
 

fly  kelowin 

 

 

fly  parkaliko 
 

fog  koropan 

 

 

fly  wurankaan 

 

 



flowering place fragments 
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flowering place  paamaikaan 

 

 

float  pintakiliko 
 

flying fox  winakang 

 

 

flesh  patara 
 

flower  tering 

 

 

flesh  pariiyang 
 

follow  wirobaliko 
 

flea  malorkankong 

 

 

float  wauwiliko 
 

flower  muraban 

 

 

floater  wauwikal 
 

floater  wauwikaleyn 
 

flower  paamai 

 

 

four  waraan 

 

 

food-paste  tuwolerar 
 

free  burangbangaliko 
 

fool  koonangai 
 

Fraser Park  Waikung 
 

free  burangkaliko 
 

fragments  wanan  
 



frog forget 
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frog  koongkang 

 

 

fulfil  turiinbiliko 
 

from  -abirang 
 

fruit  yeyai 

 

 

flathead  ninaang 

 

 

froth  karaang 
 

founder  pilobatiliko 
 

footstep  yulota 
 

foolishly  wonkalaang 
 

fool  wonkal 
 

flathead  walangkara 

 

 

forearm  tarang 

 

 

forward  mariyang 
 

forehead  ngoolo 

 

 

forget  ngarawatiliko 
 

forget  wonguntiliko 
 



forest oak fern tree 
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forest oak  tarkarlong 
• The She-oak was used for making 

boomerangs, shields and clubs 

because the wood is so hard.• Young 

shoots were gathered and chewed to 

relieve from thirst.• Young cones 

were cooked and eaten and the older 

seeds were roasted.• The bark has 

been used as a remedy for diarrhea, 

cough, sore throat, toothache, 

headache, swellings, and sores. They 

would mix the bark with water to 

apply to the affected areas. Extracts 

from the bark were also used for 

tanning hides and preserving fishing 

lines and fabrics.• Sap from branches 

and roots were drinkable. The gum 

from the tree or cones were edible or 

were put in warm water to drink.  

 

 

full  tantalaang 
 

female emu place  ngooroowinba 
 

face  ngowara 

 

 

feed  ngiratimaliko 
 

fern  boyikoon 
• The starchy roots or rhizomes 

(harvested in the summer) can be 

eaten but must be baked or roasted 

first to destroy toxins. The roots were 

then eaten whole or ground into a 

paste.•Young fronds can be roasted 

in hot ashes and eaten; they have a 

nutty flavour.• The bracken can be 

used for insect stings or stinging 

nettle. If you get some of the young 

stems and crush it up in your hand 

until you see some of the sap coming 

out, then you’d rub it on the sting. 

 

 

feather  yiring 

 

 

fern tree  yambolong 
• Young fronds were roasted then 

eaten as an invigorating tonic after 

any kind of disease • Unopened 

fronds were eaten raw or after 

roasting.• The apex of the trunk 

contains a core of white starch which 

was eaten raw or roasted on fire 

ashes. The people split the stem open 

and scooped out the pith.  

 

 



fig fisherwoman 
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fig  kokang 
It is an edible fruit, but the leaves of 

the plant can be used as sandpaper.•

 The tasty fig is best when ripe and 

with the hairy outer skin removed. All 

figs are edible but some taste much 

better than others.  Some figs are 

eaten raw, while others are pounded 

into a paste and mixed with water 

and honey.• Sap from the plant can 

be applied to wounds to promote 

healing.•Rough leaves can be used 

as sandpaper when making wooden 

tools and weapons.• The wood of this 

species was also used for 

shield-making. 

 

 

fetch-water  peyakaliko 
 

few  kolbiran 
 

fig  tarii 
 

flank  kararbang 

 

 

fear  kinta 
 

falcon  pipita 

 

 

father  biyangbai 
 

facing  mikan 
 

fall  witimaliko 
 

face  tarkin 

 

 

fall down  ngaro ngaro 
 

father  biyang 

 

 

far  -kalong 
 

fat, grease  kipai 
 

find  bamiliko 
 

fat  baraman 
 

fisherwoman  makorobeyn 

 

 



fear not fire 
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fear not  kinta kora 
 

fisherman  makorobaan 

 

 

fishhook  walingan 
 

fish  makoro 

 

 

fishing  koolabiliko 
"This was mostly done by women in 

canoes. Specially selected women 

from an early age, went through 

initation for the purpose to be a 

fisherwoman." 
 

find  karawoliko 
 

fishing line                                  
 

flame robin  kanti 

 

 

first of all  nganka nganka 
 

flailed  wiriliko 
 

first  ngankakal 
 

first  nganka 
 

finger  ngaraakoonbi 

 

 

fine day  werii 
 

find  tungkamaliko 
 

first  boneyn 
 

finger  numba 

 

 

firestick  kaibang 
Torches, or more properly, 

fire-sticks, were frequently carried 

around, to make it easier to start 

fires. Travel through the bush at 

night required a fire-stick, and only 

fully-initiated men would travel by 

night willingly. 
 

finger  parokalkan 

 

 

fire  koyiyang 

 

 



fingers Gwandalan 
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fingers  mararantai 
 

flames  tiriki 
 

G - g 

grow  powaikaliko 
 

groper  karalkal 

 

 

ground parrot  kalatain 

 

 

green  kiral 

 

 

grinding Stones, The Place of  
minmora 

 

greater Glider  bitawang 

 

 

grind  minbiliko 
 

grub  kopera 

 

 

gum tree  terambariin 
 

grievance  bakakakilikaane 
 

gum tree  warkaring 

 

 

grumble  koyiyeliko 
 

gurnard  kingil 

 

 

Great Spirit  Bimpoowin 
 

Gwandalan  Ngawantalan 
 



gum tree gnash the teeth 
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gum tree  taruralong 

 

 

Great Spirit  Kowan 
 

grump  bakakaan 
 

guide  yutiliko 
 

gum Tree  marparing 

 

 

gymea lily  minmai 
• Honey-eaters love the nectar of 

these large, crimson flowers on 

stems 2-3 m tall. These birds were 

ready prey to be cooked and eaten! •

 Aboriginal people in the Lake 

Macquarie district of NSW were 

observed in 1836 roasting the stems, 

having cut them when a foot and a 

half high and as thick as a person's 

arm. • They also roasted the roots 

which they made into a sort of cake 

to be eaten cold. 

 

 

grave  talman 
 

glisten  palantara 
 

get  maankiliko 
 

glut  mateliko 
 

give back  ngupaiyiko 
 

glutton  mataye 
 

give  ngukiliko 
 

grass tree  keylkeyl 
Grass trees had a wide range of uses 

for the Awabakal people, providing 

food, drink, fibre and materials for 

making implements and weapons.•

 The white, soft bases of the young 

leaves, the growing points of the 

stem and roots were all eaten 

regularly. Removal of the growing 

point was rare as it kills the plant.•

 The seeds were collected and ground 

into a flour to make damper.• Edible 

grubs were dug out from the base of 

the trunk. • Nectar from flowers can 

be sucked or made into a drink by 

soaking in water.• The flower stalks 

were used to make the tail ends of 

spear shafts, with a heavier wood 

used for the head.• The flower spike 

could also be used as a fire stick 

 

 

giddiness  kambaro 
 

ghost  mamuyaa 
 

gnash the teeth  ngatapantiliko 
 



grass tree honey 
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grass tree  pameri 

 

 

grass  woyiyo 

 

 

giant lizard  naruta kauwal 
 

grass  yakarbun 

 

 

goodbye  nginowa 
 

go  wolawola 
 

goanna  binaibaan 

 

 

good people  maroroongtai 
 

good  maroong 
 

good hunting ground  tingali 
 

grass seed place  meriwa 
 

h 

honeyeater  bintelong 

 

 

honey  kirika 
 

honey  koranaang 

 

 



honey hunt 
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honey  kaaraka 

 

 

honest  turiin 
 

honey  mikaal 
 

him  -boon 
 

honeycomb  miparai 

 

 

hold  talamaliko 
 

hillside by lake  baataabaa 
 

hit  bunkiliko 
 

honeysuckle  waropara 
• The copious amounts of sweet 

nectar was sucked form the 

flowers.The flowers could be soaked 

in water to make a sweet refreshing 

drink. 

 

 

hillshade  batai 
 

his  -ngikowamba 
 

hinder  miyeliko 
 

hunter  mintariba 
 

hips  ngakaang 

 

 

honeysuckle-place  mikaalba 
 

hurry  karakai 
 

hornet  waroyi 

 

 

hurt  yuntiliko 
 

hunter's mouth  taalbiin 
 

husband  pooribai 
 

hill  wapingai 
 

hut  kokera 
 

hill  panting 
 

hut  kokere 
Here on the coast they were made of 

several pieces of bark and could 

house six to eight persons. 

 

 

how  yakowai 
 

hunt  waibaliko 
 



how much? hang on 
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how much?  minaan 
 

hot  wirokaliko 
 

howl  yiremba 
 

huddle  tarang 
 

hunger  kapiri 
 

hypocrite  ngakoyiye 
 

hunger  yarangan 
 

he  niwuwa 
 

hair  kitang 

 

 

he  -nowa 
 

hawk  pingerung 

 

 

head  wolang 

 

 

hear  ngaraliko 
 

heal  karaakalumaliko 
 

hard  pirobal 
 

heal   turool 
 

hair of animals  kiitang 

 

 

happy  pitalmaliko 
 

hill  bataba 
 

hair  wuran 

 

 

hand  matara 

 

 

happy  pitalkakiliko 
 

hang on  poyiyeyakaliko 
 



heart iron-bark tree 
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heart  bulbul 

 

 

happened  ngati 
 

here  antiko 
 

hairy  wuranbaring 
 

heat up  wirobakiliko 
 

here  antikal 
 

hexham Swamps  barangimbiin 
 

high up  bulwaara 
 

hey  wau 
 

here  anti 
 

hide  yurobaliko 
 

heavy  talul 
 

hers  -bowanoowanba 
 

heel  mako 

 

 

herd  wiral 
 

hello  place 
 

herb  koyiro 
 

help  umiliko 
 

her  -bowanoowan 
 

heavy  parool 
 

I - i 

iron-stone  nalka nalka 
 

inside  marang 
 

instantly  yakitabo 
 

intervene  yama 
 

iron-bark tree  karobarling 

 

 



insect knife 
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insect  aru 

 

 

island  pulba 

 

 

initiate  ngurakiye 
 

I  -baang 
 

i  ngatowa 
 

ibis  tamboyi 

 

 

initiate  ngaramang 
 

ignore  ngaramaingaliko 
 

increase  kauwal kakiliko 
 

infirmity  woyinu 
 

j 

jump  karkaliko 
 

john Dory  bitibitiwang 

 

 

jaw  antaang 

 

 

k 

knee  waroombang 

 

 

knife  kalingtiyela 
 



knee caps king parrot 
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knee caps  mokalmokal 

 

 

kookaburra  werekataleyn 
Haslam notes that dreamings to do 

with the werekataleyn contained 

strong elements of kinship belief. 

"They had long known the peculiar 

kinship arrangement, that exists in 

the mating season of the 

Kookaburras; they were aware that 

at times only selected couples would 

nest and that they and their young 

would be supported by other birds in 

the kinship group. It was the kind of 

secret knowledge tey kept amon 

themsleves, unless, of course, as did 

happen, some early settlers gained 

thier complete confidence and were 

introduced t some of the stories of 

tribal history and mytsicism that had 

been handed down through 

centuries" See page A1248, LC8 for 

the dreaming story. MP 

 

 

knock down  pintiliko 
 

knock free  yulmaliko 
 

kookaburra  werekata 

 

 

knock loose  bambangaliko 
 

konakona place  konakonaba 
 

kiss  bumbum 
 

koala  kowalowain 

 

 

kiss  boyinkaliko 
 

kangaroo rat  karobin 

 

 

kick  tulutiliko 
 

king parrot  bayinbang 

 

 



kangaroo little 
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kangaroo  mowane 

 

 

kidney  paramai 
 

king parrot  kirakira 

 

 

king parrot  kaneta 

 

 

kill  tetibunkaliko 
 

kindle fire  yinbiliko 
 

kindle fire  kirabarawiriliko 
 

kangaroo  kaniiyining 

 

 

L - l 

lips  wiling 

 

 

lightning  piringan 
 

lips  tambiri 
'Wiling' is more common for lips, but 

this term denotes the lips in a more 

symbolic way as to keeps them 

closed to keep ritual knowledge 

secret. 

 

 

lie  ngakomaliko 
 

lighten  parbangaliko 
 

light  binkireyan 
 

lick  wowateliko 
 

lift  puromaliko 

 

 

listen  ngarayeliko 
 

long ago  karaworang 
 

lie  ngakoyeliko 
 

little  wareya 
 



liver large blowfly 
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liver  munang 

 

 

lorikeet  towolong 

 

 

lost  ngarawaliko 
 

lungs  yookool 

 

 

level  waran 
 

look for  tiwoliko 
 

long ago  yuraki 
 

lizard  naruta 

 

 

lizard, small  kowatungale 
 

long  kirawe 
 

level  poyitong 
 

lyrebird  kolkal 

 

 

lag behind  wilang 
 

laugh  kintai 
 

laugh  kinteliko 
 

laugh  yaringkaliko 
 

lead  yamamaliko 
 

latham's-Snipe place  munangaraba 
 

let go  anabiliko 
 

Lake Macquarie  awaba 

 

 

lame  weyir weyir 
 

large  kauwal 
 

large blowfly  muyin 

 

 



leaf learn 
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leaf  yerar 

 

 

latham's Snipe  munangara 

 

 

left hand side of the body  ngorangoon 

 

 

legless lizard  woyiyokaan 

 

 

lean  kalbiliko 
 

lest  -kankowa 
 

left hand  wuntokeri 

 

 

lend/borrow  mumbiliko 
 

left  wunkiliko 
 

leather jacket  yuwakanyang 

 

 

leave  yuring 
 

leech  boltirong 

 

 

learn  nupaliko 
Nupalikolinba - possibly mean 

'learning place'Yarntiin nupalikolinba 

- 'everyone learning at this 

place'Nupalikoba - 'place to learn' 
 

M - m 



myrtle tree mute 
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myrtle tree  tootakaroo 

 

 

move  uwaliko 
 

mt. Sugarloaf  kapara 
 

Mt. Warrawolong  Waarawolang 
 

mud crab  wunibaikaan 

 

 

mud crab place  wunibaikaamba 
 

mouth  kararka 

 

 

mouse  tulan 

 

 

mother-in-law  tangaikan 
 

mountain  balkira 
 

mountain, large  malbering 
 

mourn  ngiriliko 
 

mouse  manawul 

 

 

mud oysters  mokoyi 

 

 

muddy  kangan 
 

mute  ngoong 
 

mutton bird  niriti 

 

 

Mutton-bird place  Niritiba 
 

my  -emowamba 
 

mother  tankaan 

 

 

mute  mupai 
 



musk duck mangrove seed 
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musk duck  binala 

 

 

muddy Creek  wakarabil 
 

mullet  kirul 

 

 

murder  tetibangaliko 
 

murderer  kararban 
 

music  tirki 
 

mysterious bone  marakaan 
 

macrozamia  barawang 

 

 

masked Lapwing  kitirikitiri 

 

 

me  -tiya 
 

me oh my  katiyu 
 

meat  karai 
 

meet  nangarawoliko 
 

marshland  terakong 
 

mosquito  toping 

 

 

man of Awaba  awabakal 

 

 

man, men  kore 
 

mangrove seed  bowalung 

 

 



mangrove tree messenger 
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mangrove tree  kowan 
• The wood was popular for making 

shields. Aboriginal people marked an 

outline of a shield on the mangroves 

bark and then cut around the shape. 

• The Grey Mangrove produces one of 

the only mangrove fruits eaten by 

Aboriginal people. • The seeds were a 

rich food source but the tannins 

needed to be leached out first. The 

seeds could be wrapped in bark, 

encased in mud or a termites nest 

then heated so that the seeds were 

steamed. Once the seeds were 

cooked they were soaked in water for 

at least 3 hrs. Then they could be 

reheated and eaten. Another way to 

remove tannins is to soak the seeds 

in mangrove mud for three to seven 

days until they turn black which 

removes the toxins. They are then 

rinsed and boiled twice or roasted 

until the skin and black colour is 

gone.• Grey mangrove has a high salt 

content so it was used as an added 

flavour when cooking mussels • The 

nectar was an important food 

resource.• Grey mangrove was used 

as a medicine on stonefish and 

sting-ray stings, sores, boils and 

ringworms and scabies. • The 

branches were used for shade and 

were burnt to keep the sand flies 

away.• Native beehives were found in 

hollows; therefore the flowers 

produced excellent honey. 

 

 

many  kauwal 

 

 

meet  wolatiliko 
 

marrow  toongtoong 
bone-marrow is an important source 

of valuable nutrients for any 

hunter-gatherer people. 
 

mock  beylmaliko 
 

moon  yelena 

 

 

meeting place  wolombai 
 

more  bati 
 

morning/Dawn  ngorokaan 
A camp song praising the welcoming 

the morning dawn...Ngoe-ro-kan 

(p.71 AHR) 
 

mix  taroongkamaliko 
 

Moon-man  Poontobang 
 

mistake  panta 
 

message stick  bantimita matarakal 
 

messenger  pantimai 
They were men of experience whose 

duty was to negotiate with 

neighbouring tribes and settle 

disputes or arrange details of battles. 

When travelling on missions of 

importance they wore a possum 

cloak and girdles. The Buntamai were 

regarded as neutral and were always 

guaranteed freedom form assult of 

treachery. They received a full 

measure of recognition and deep 

tribal appreciation as their place in 

the system of governement was of 

the utmost importance. The of the 

Buntamai aer the basis of many 

Aboriginal stories and they were the 

heroes of many legends. (p. A1342, 

QDAH) 
 



mercy nails 
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mercy  ngarara 
 

miserable  miral 
 

miss  makin 
 

N - n 

now  yakita 
 

nobby's Head  wipaikaanba 

 

 

no  keyawaraan 
 

no  tararaan 
 

Night demoness  Kariwilbaan 
Kariwilbaan had a horn growing from 

each shoulder, upon which she 

skewers her victims (shaking herself 

to ensure they are well impaled on 

the spikes). She then carries them off 

to a deep valley, roasts and eats 

them. She is no danger to women, 

whom she leaves to her husband 

(Koyorooweyn). If we examine the 

name, we find 'kari+wil+baan'. 

'kariwil' is the verb meaning "so as to 

carry" and +baan is the suffix of 

intrinsic nature. So, she is "the one 

whose nature it is to carry (off her 

victims on her shoulder skewers)". 
 

no  keyawai 
 

noisy friar bird  karabola 

 

 

nightjar  teringing 
 

nothing  ngaatoong 
 

noon  bulwaaraka 
 

nose-bone  korima 
 

nothing  ngati 
 

nord's Wharf  kanangra 
 "The Awabakal and Darkinoong 

[sic.] held an annual corroboree 

(feasting, singing & dancing) at 

Kanangra (Nords Wharf) [and] large 

numbers of natives could be seen 

making there [sic.] way towards 

Nords Wharf, for days before the 

Corroboree" (WTL, p. 17). 
 

nose  nukoro 

 

 

Night demon  Koyorooweyn 
 

north  kamari 
 

night  tokoyi 
 

narrow  tulowin 
 

nails  tiri 

 

 



nape oyster 
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nape  wuroka 

 

 

narrow gap between rivers  narakan 
 

naked  tutoring 
 

named  yiterabul 
 

narrow place  pantei 
 

nibble  yiteliko 
 

new Moon  kiwang 
 

named  yitera 
 

nest  kanta 
 

native clover  talabi 

 

 

neck  kaleyang 

 

 

news  tootoong 
 

near  papai 
 

native plum tree  karuwa 

 

 

O - o 

owl  yaayiin 

 

 

over there  -yung 
 

outside  warai 
 

overlook  namaingaliko 
 

outside  kaaraingon 
 

Overlooking view  Poonti 
 

ours  -ngeyranba 
 

overtaken  maantiliko 
 

owl  wontiwonti 
 

oyster  pirita 

 

 



overwhelm play 
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overwhelm  tanta tanta 
 

ours  -ngaliinba 
 

octopus  korowawolang 

 

 

occur  paipiliko 
 

ochre, red  kopara 
The Awabakal would wet, mould up 

into balls, and then burn them in a 

strong fire, in which it changes into a 

brilliant red, something like red 

ochre, with which the men and 

women paint themselves, mixing  it 

with the kidney fat of the kangaroo, 

used always at their dances" 
 

offer  ngumaingaliko 
 

other similar things  tarere 
 

oil  karauwa 
 

one to another  taraika taraika 
 

ointment  muron 
 

one  wakool 

 

 

once  wakoolbota 
 

ochre Place  koparaba 
A Volcano up the River Hunter, 

Ko-pur-ra-ba, the name of the place 

from which Blacks obtain the 

Ko-pur-ra, a reddish Earth, which 

they wet, mould up into balls, and 

then burn them in a strong fire, in 

which the balls change into a brilliant 

red pigment, something like 

red-ochre, with which the elite 

Aboriginal Ladies and Gentlemen 

paint themselves, mixing it with the 

kidney £'1t of the kangaroo, or not, 

just as the fashion may prevail, 

whenever they assemble either to 

dance, or to fight. The kidney fat of 

the Kangaroo being solid is 

preferable to Bear's grease; the oil of 

Snakes to that of macassar;106 and 

the bright red pigment is far before 

Roughe, as a cosmetic. (ARP V1 pg 

63) 
 

P - p 

possessions  kootii 
 

pleasing place  kuwinta 
 

pluck  titiliko 
 

pleased  pirankakiliko 
 

play  kaikiliko 
 

port Jackson Shark  waabikang 

 

 

portion  winta 
 

play  ningaliko 
 



place of two pests pretty 
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place of two pests  bularu 
 

place of ticks  tirilba 
 

platypus  paramaibaan 
The name of the platypus means "the 

eater of cockles": it has bony plates 

in its "bill" and can therefore 

penetrate the shell of cockles; but it 

also feeds on worms and small 

crustaceans. 

 

 

possum  wilai 
Trees were climbed by means of 

notches and the prey i.e., wilai 

clubbed. Possums were the staple for 

the inner country Awabakal people at 

least. They caught them by various 

kinds of snares and traps which were 

set at the foot of a tree in which a 

family of possums live, and generally 

one or two were caught in this 

manner. About sundown the possum 

descends from his tree hole to drink 

and to browse upon the tender 

herbage on the ground, and it is while 

descending that he invariably gets 

entangled in the snares made of 

fibre, the sinew of kangaroo, or spun 

hair. By setting dozens of these 

snares, a breakfast was generally 

obtained.  

 

 

Place of the white flower on the 
sand.  Teringba 

 

place to relax  ngaalngaabaa 
 

plain  ngarawan 
 

placename  barayineban 
 

press  namaliko 
 

place-where  anambo 
 

possum fur  yiring 
 

pulsate  yutabiliko 
 

pound  mootiliko 
 

punish  turukoonbiliko 
 

Pulbah Island  Boroyiroong 

 

 

purity  mirkiin 
 

put  wupiliko 
 

purpose  -kowa 
 

proud  ngaroongka 
 

push away  yuwaibiliko 
 

power  kaiyu 
 

proclaim  maroongkaayiyeliko 
 

presently  kabo 
 

pour/spill  kirowabaliko 
 

preserve  tukiinumaliko 
 

pretty Place  karambiin 
 

place of the sea-fern  mulubinba 
 

put away  warekaliko 
 

pretty  koneyn 
 



place of swamp oaks place of flame 
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place of swamp oaks  kaarakanba 
 

peaceful  eliibana 
 

pademelon  miriyira 
 

peaceful  maroyi 
 

patient  marai 
 

peaches  tiirakal 
 

pelican  karoongkaroong 
This word is imitative of the 

"chortling" sound made by the male 

pelican, and names only the male: 

see 'Kiyayii'. 

 

 

pear  bangbang 

 

 

path  yapang 

 

 

pebbles  puwen puwen 
 

pairs  bulowara bulowara 
 

passion  tulatalai 
 

palm of the hand  waraa 

 

 

pain  kiriin 
 

place of sea weeds  kaiyaaraba 
 

parrot fish  bolowulo 

 

 

pant  ngaringari 
 

pelvic region  winal 

 

 

parents  boyikalaita 
 

peninsula  katai 
It is not entirely clear if this only 

names the particular peninsula on 

which Sydney lighthouse was 

situated or if it may name any 

peninsula. 
 

place of flame  tirikiba 
 



palm tree roast 
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palm tree  torokararing 

 

 

place of fruit-bearing brambles  
koyikalingba 

 

place of ferns  boyikoonumba 
 

place of fun  milaba 
 

people of Awaba  awabakal 
 

Place of games  Kaiyiba 
 

place of coal  nikinba 
 

Place of Grass trees  Keylkeylba 
 

piece  pantol 
 

place of ironstone  nalka nalkaba 
 

pierce  turaliko 
 

perhaps  mirka 
 

Place of clay  Tampowaba 
 

pinch  nimaliko 
 

pigeon  popolameri 
 

place  kunta 
 

place  munukaan 
 

Q - q 

Quiet place  Pitalba 
 

quiet  wiwi 
 

quiet  koran 
 

R - r 

riverbend  kurangula 
 

river  pamara 

 

 

river  turibang 
 

ritual salute  aanuta 
When warriors met one another in 

the field, they would greet each other 

with 'AR-NOOTAH', advance to each 

other, drop their weapons and then 

embrace (pp. A1068, LC1).  
 

roar  koolbi 
 

Rising ground  Terambamba 
 

roast  kimaliko 
 



right-hand root(s) 
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right-hand  tungkangkeri 

 

 

rinse  korimaliko 
 

rip  yiyirkaliko 
 

rise  bowangkaliko 
 

rugged, Proud  ngarongara 
 

rock  kameran 

 

 

rock Lily  kenakan 
• The starchy stems are roasted and 

eaten• Stems from a variety of 

Dendrobium species are chewed and 

rubbed into sores, burns and 

wounds. 

 

 

rotten  karmur 
 

round  poroongkul 
 

rufous Night Heron  kawongi 

 

 

right side of body  turowan 

 

 

rotten  kanbun 
 

rosella, Crimson  banganbiin 

 

 

rock oyster  munboonkaan 

 

 

rocky boulders  bilkeri 
 

root(s)  wira 
 



rosella red-browed Finch 
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rosella  tunang 
 

run  maraliko 

 

 

ribs  nara 

 

 

revolve  kirai kirai 
 

recognise  ngimiliko 
 

red  tiriki 
 

red bream  ngolokonang 

 

 

red ti-tree  biwong 

 

 

recede  yaralkaliko 
 

ready  miringil 
 

rain  koyiwon 
 

rainbow Lorikeet  waaling 

 

 

rainbow lorikeet  waneyn 

 

 

rarely  yikitabo 
 

red-bellied Black Snake  mooto 

 

 

red-browed Finch  minyan 

 

 



reed stars 
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reed  koongka 

 

 

resemble  kilowa 
 

restored whole  turon 
 

return  wilangbo 
 

Returning boomerang  tararmaka 

uwaliin 
 

reply  wiyayeliko 
 

repeat  wiyeya 
 

refuse food  mupai 
 

regard  tumaliko 
 

relation  kooti 
 

relatives  kootitara 
 

rain  bowaring 

 

 

S - s 

sprout  turukiliko 
 

split  taral 
 

split  taralbangaliko 
 

spotted quoll  kikoyi 

 

 

spittle  karaangko 
 

spill  karabaliko 
 

spit  karaangkobiliko 
 

spider  maralkan 

 

 

squeeze  kiimaliko 
 

spirit  marai 
 

spirits  marai yiriyiri 
 

stars  muni 

 

 



squire stink 
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squire  karangkan 
 "Men used the multi-pronged spear 

[moting] while the women provided 

most of the fish with hooks and line. 

Nets and traps were used in 

common" 

 

 

squire  mataura 

 

 

starve  turoonpiri 
 

stature  nantima 
 

stayer  kakilikaan 
 

stiff  kalwan 
 

startle  anmaliko 
 

speck  moring 
 

stand  ngarokiinbiliko 
 

stand up  ngarokiliko 

 

 

star wing  tornatema 
"This bird so called from the white 

spot in its wings, is of the hawk 

species. When soaring in the air it has 

a very beaitiful appearance from the 

transparent nature of its pluamge. In 

size the star wing appraoches the 

english sparrow hawk though 

somewhat smaller" 

 

 

stars  keyewanka 
 

sores  mitamitang 
 

spear thrower  womarar 
 

songline  boorii 
 

son  karakoong 
 

soon  tanowanangbo 
 

son-in-law  ngarinambai 
 

song  nangun 
 

son  ngaro 
 

something  minangbo 
 

son  yinaal 
 

sometimes  marayai 
 

sore  mita 
 

son  taiyool 
 

stink  koyita 
 



sorry sun 
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sorry  kanumayiko 
 

speaker  wiyelikaan 
 

spear  kalaara 
This type was used for fishing and 

had a prominently barbed tip (DOCA 

p. 1258). 
 

spear  moting 
 

spear  warai 

 

 

speak  wiyaleyliko 
 

sparingly  wareyalaang 
 

Sound of Patikaan  Piroloong 
 

south  kariiya 
 

south wind  kariiyawang 
 

southern Cross  mirabuka 
 

swimmer  watakal 
 

stockton peninsula  barabingaan 
 

surf  bokatong 

 

 

swamp bird  bowan 
 

swamp oak  birarowa 

 

 

swamp oak  kaarakan 

 

 

swamp  palamanba 
 

swamp  maamong 
 

sun  panal 

 

 

surf  korowan 
 

sun  yurowa 

 

 



swamp pheasant stone 
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swamp pheasant  batang 

 

 

superb Fairy-Wren  towikoyi 

 

 

swampy place  yelalong 
 

swan  kanbal 
 "Often killed … on the wing with the 

spear" (AHR, p. 40). 

 

 

sole of the foot  yulo 

 

 

swimmer  watakaleyn 
 

swing  palpal 
 

sympathise  minki 
 

swim  watapaliko 
 

swell up  woro woro 
 

Swan place  Kaniibeya 
 

swansea Channel  pitotaba 

 

 

swear  turiinwiyeliko 
 

sweet  kekal 
 

summer  wunal 
 

sugar Glider  watikang 

 

 

stop  koriliko 
 

straight  tokool 
 

strange  ngowi 
 

stream  kuribibi 
 

stop  kaiyeliko 
 

stoop  woyinkiliko 
 

stomach  wara 

 

 

stone  taro 
 

stone  tunung 
 



stone axe send 
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stone axe  pako 

 

 

stream: many streams  maleneru 
 

stretch out  tutaliko 
 

string bag  kinan 
 

such that  yaki 
 

suddenly  tanowakalbo 
 

sufferer  kiriinkaan 
 

suffocate  karin 
 

succeed  nungkiliko 
 

subject matter  minambo minambo 
 

stringy-bark tree  nararing 

 

 

strive  nuwaliko 
 

strong  piriraal 
 

stunned  tutoong 
 

sympathiser  minkikaan 
 

soft  kanboon 
 

sacred  yiriyiri 
 

search  kirawoliko 
 

seaweed  kaiyaara 

 

 

secret  koolamaliko 
 

secret place  ngatita 
 

seal  wiringbakiliko 
 

sea snake  karitaa 

 

 

sea fern  mulubin 
 

snoring  koongoong 
 

sea Slug  panbang 

 

 

sea slug, red  bunkan 

 

 

secret, private  karaa 
 

see  nakiliko 
 

send  yukaliko 
 



separate sacred Site 
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separate  toloong toloong 
 

set  pilatoro 
 

set  polong 
 

send  tiyambiliko 
 

self  -bo 
 

seize  bunmaliko 
 

seize  ninmiliko 
 

seldom  wakool wakool 
 

select  ngerimaliko 
 

sea beach  wombal 

 

 

sea  muring 

 

 

sea  tingira 
 

salmon  parimankaan 
 

salute  bungbungkaliko 
 

sand  puna 
 

sand flies  neyne 
A mixture of kangaroo fat and diluted 

gum was used to repel these insects. 

(A1347, QDAH) 

 

 

salute  bungbung 
 

salt  pali 
 

sacred bush  ngarakaan 
 

salmon  wutiban 
 

sacred place  yiritaba 
 

sand spit  ngalngaba 
 

sacred Site  kararkaraan 
The tradition of the Aborigines is that 

formerly it was one large rock which 

fell from the heavens and killed a 

number of blacks, which were 

assembled where it descended, they 

being collected together in that spot 

by command of an immense Guana 

[goanna], which came down from the 

heaven for that purpose. In 

consequence of his anger at their 

having killed lice by roasting them in 

the fire, those who had killed the 

vermin by cracking, were previously 

speared to death by him with a long 

reed from heaven! ... When the 

Guana saw all the men were killed by 

the stone, he ascended up into 

heaven, where he is supposed now to 

remain" (AG, p. 85). The “lice”, 

mentioned here, are—according to 

Maynard—“probably a type of sea lice 

that occasionally invade Lake 

Macquarie” (AWF, p. 59). 
 



sassafras tree sit 
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sassafras tree  bolkarnain 

 

 

satisfied  katawai 
 

scatter  yaro yaro 
 

scenic  koneyngara 
 

scold  yipaliko 
 

scorpion  wuwarai 
 

scatter  wariwarikaliko 
 

scaly-breasted lorikeet  kulai 

 

 

save  miromaliko 
 

saw  yarbaliko 
 

saw-Sharpen  yaangkabaliko 
 

say  wiya 
 

several  murayai 
 

sea gull  ngawuwa 

 

 

skin  wamaliko 
 

skull  kapara 
This term was also used to name Mt. 

Sugarloaf. 

 

 

sky  moroko 

 

 

sleep  birikiliko 
 

skin  bakai 

 

 

sit  yelawoliko 

 

 

sing  witiliko 
 

sink  pilokaliko 
 

sister  ngirin 

 

 

sit  yelawola 

 

 



slippery shell 
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slippery  torololul 
 

slow  karaa 
 

small  miti 
 

smooth  porobaliko 
 

shadow  koomiraa 
 

snake  maiyaa 
 said by some in the local community 

to be a name for the Hunter River as 

the trail left by the creation serpent; 

thus, not just a generic name for 

snake, but also the name of the 

Creation Serpent. 

 

 

snap  kilkaliko 
 

smooth  awatiliko 
 

smoke-ceremony stick  porapora 
 

smashed  nilan nilaan 
 

smell  koyibaliko 
 

smoke  katal 
Evidently derived from 'kataal' a type 

of bark; perhaps as used in various 

ceremonies: compare with 'poyito'. 

The relation to tobacco (in Threlkeld's 

original translation) may simply be 

an arbitrary association after the 

introduction of tobacco. 
 

smoke  poyito 
 

sinews  meya 

 

 

smother  marangkamaliko 
 

shark  karakowiyoong 

 

 

sharpen  miriiliko 
 

sharpened point  miriin 
 

she  bowantoowa 
 

shame  koyiyan 
 

shallow-place  wotaraba 
 

silent  koranpaiyeliko 
 

shake  tolomaliko 
 

shake off  tiriliko 
 

shallow  wotara 
 

shell  kaling 

 

 



shell fish ti-tree-place 
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shell fish  biraba 

 

 

shield  koreyl 

 

 

shoulder  mirangka 
 

shout  neyilpaiyeliko 
 

show  tunganbiliko 
 

sick  mani 
 

shoulder  mirang 

 

 

short  ngoting 
 

short  poonkoong 
 

shine  kilibiinbiin 
 

shining bright  kalabara 
 

shins  ngaari 

 

 

shag, small  takoma 

 

 

T - t 

ti-tree Place  biwongkala 

 

 

today  bangai 
 

ti-tree-place  talkaba 

 

 



tongue troublesome 
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tongue  talan 

 

 

toes  tina 

 

 

together  malang 
 

tooth-like place  tiirabeynba 
 

Together Two  Malangbula 
 

ti-tree  talka 

 

 

thus  yanti 
 

tomorrow  kumba 
 

thunder  mulo 
 

ti-tree  paiyabaara 

 

 

thumb  tankaanbeyn 

 

 

torso  marin 
 

thrust, impel  yuwaibaliko 
 

tick  tiril 

 

 

tired  pira 
 

Tidal creek  Torii torii 
 

tie  ngiraliko 
 

trouble  kambarowiliko 
 

tide  torii 
 

truth  tokoolbota 
 

tortoise  kotumaang 

 

 

troublesome  kambaropaiyeliko 
 



turn The Hairy Man 
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turn  ngarokaliko 
 

throw down  pantimaliko 
 

turn  warabangaliko 
 

two  bulowara 

 

 

turn round  karai karai 
 

turtle  yunung 

 

 

trouble  kambaromaliko 
 

turpentine tree  kiluweran 

 

 

trance  witipalmaliko 
 

tribal Division  yirang 
 

towards  -kolang 
 

tread  watawaliko 
 

touch  numaliko 
 

tread water  watawarewaliko 
 

trees  watiyelong 

 

 

tremble  karal 
 

trevally  barangain 

 

 

two lakes  bulambaato 
 

tremble  pululpulul 
 

that  anowa 
 

take  maara 
 

that  antowa 
 

Termite nest  Kiiyinba 

 

 

that  ngala 
 

that  ngalowa 
 

then  -ngaiya 
 

The Hairy Man  Patikaan 
 



throw boomerang throughout 
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throw boomerang  nuriliko 
 

termite  kiiyin 

 

 

theirs  -baranba 
 

tall man  koobaa 
 

temples  takal 

 

 

tall  poreyi 
 

tap  bamaliko 
 

talisman  muramai 
 

taro roots  talowai 

 

 

tell  wiyeliko 
 

tarry  tangkiliko 
 

teeth  tiira 

 

 

there  anang 
 

Teaching place  Minamba 
 

three  ngoro 

 

 

them-all  -baran 
 

they-all  -bara 
 

thrice only  ngorobota 
 

thought  kotelikaane 
 

throat  kaleyaring 

 

 

throw away/out  warikaliko 
 

throsby Creek  karamba 
 

throw  tararmaliko 
 

those two  bulowara 
 

throughout  -karing 
 



Thornbush-place very many 
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Thornbush-place  Ngaraanba 
 

thread  tunbamaliko 
 

thighs  buloyinkoro 
 

think  koteliko 
 

thief  maankiye 
 

this  ani 
 

thornbush  ngaraan 
 

this  ngali 
 

this!  yaayi 
 

this way  ngiyakai 
 

things  katakal 
 

u 

use  ubaliko 
 

urine  keylai 
 

us-all  -ngeyran 
 

us-two  -ngaliin 
 

urging  piralo 
 

urge  piralmaliko 
 

until  kabokowa 
 

upper arm  kopa 

 

 

until now  anangbo 
 

up  woka 
 

ungrateful  wiyapaiyeliko 
 

V - v 

vomit  mulamaliko 
 

voice  palii 
 

victory  kiya kiya 
 

Volcano  Kintiiyirapiin 
The volcano in the dreaming story of 

how coal was made. 
 

very many  kauwal kauwal 
 



vermin withered thing 
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vermin  bangkin 

 

 

valley  pilapai 
 

veins  tarakil 

 

 

valley  pilapai kalaitaran 
 

W - w 

winter  takarir 
 

wind up  moriliko 
 

wind  wipi 
 

wind up  wiriliko 
 

wife  poorikanbai 
 

wise  nguraki 
 

winding creek  keram 
 

widow  mabokan 
 

who  ngaan 
 

windpipe  kooro 

 

 

why not  korakowa 
 

with  -katowa 
 

why  minaringtin 
 

whiting  karobara 
"Men used the multi-pronged spear 

('Moting') while the women provided 

most of the fish with hooks and line. 

Nets and fish traps were used in 

common" 

 

 

who  ngaanbo 
 

white people  kerambala 
 

whose  ngaanumba 
 

who  ngaanke 
 

whom  ngaanang 
 

woman of Awaba  awabakaleyn 
 

whole  kiran 
 

withered  tirai 
 

withered thing  tiraikaan 
 



wood womb 
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wood  koolai 

 

 

wooden sword  yira 
 

word  wiyelikaane 
 

wood  nantaa 

 

 

wounded  mitang 
 

work  meyapaliko 
 

worn out  korokal 
 

wonga pigeon  wanga 

 

 

worn away  yareyakal 
 

woe  yapalan 
 

wonder  biyarbiliko 
 

without  koriyen 
 

woman  marakeyn 
 

within  mararing 
 

woman  nukang 
 

wonga pigeon  yarawonga 
 

white Gum tree  kantolong 
• They would harvest the sap from the 

trunks. It is a quite sweet, 

nice-tasting sap if you drink it while 

it's fresh.• The kino resin (the sap) 

has antibacterial properties and was 

used to treat cut and sores, as well as 

being taken internally for intestinal 

problems.• The wood was used for 

implements such as shields, and 

wooden bowls also the well-known 

instrument, the ‘Didgeridoo’ 

 

 

wombat  wombati 

 

 

wrestle  waipiliko 
 

womb  pika 
 



White clay place wallaby Flat 
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White clay place  Pitoba 
A place of pipe-clay; from Pit-to, 

pipe-clay, which is used to give a 

delicate shade of pure whitenesson 

the black skin of the dark native both 

male and female. When decorating 

for the dance, the skin is slightly 

tinted with this substance instead of 

the celebrated pearl-white of the 

British fair ones:- but on funeral 

occasions the head is plaistered 

thickly with pipe-clay, especially by 

the women, as mourning for the 

deceased. The face would be covered 

with streams of blood flowing from 

cuts made purposely in the scalp, and 

smear from head to foot, with 

pipe-clay, save where burning on the 

thigh, and clots of blood cover the 

skin.  (ARP V1, pg 63) 
 

watch  korawoliko 
 

waft  wir 
 

white clay  pito 
 

watch  tumimiliko 
 

waratah  warata 
• Aboriginal people enjoyed a rich 

honeyed juice which they sip from its 

flowers. 

 

 

watcher  miromalikaan 
 

water  baato 

 

 

water weed  turi 
 

waning moon  molokaan 
 

water  kokowin 
 

wallaroo  walaru 

 

 

wait  mimaliko 
 

wallaroo  walarbang 

 

 

wait  miinkiliko 
 

wait  mitiliko 
 

wait  miinki 
 

walk  pipeliko 

 

 

wallaby  balbang 

 

 

wallaby Flat  awata Balbangba 
 



wattle whereat 
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wattle  watalong 
• The people would soak the bark in a 

wooden coolamon next to an open 

fire to extract their own antiseptics. 

Cuts, burns, aching joints, tooth 

aches and colds were treated with 

this decoction. • The bark was split 

into lengths of coarse string to 

produce fibre for making baskets and 

for binding the flint heads onto their 

spear shafts. Young bark was used 

for making rope and the inner bark 

was used to make fishing line.• The 

Awabakal people constructed the 

frames of their humpies from the 

flexible branches then covered them 

with bark sheaths or coarse foliage.•

 Wattle grub frass (the fine powdery 

material plant-eating insects pass as 

waste after digesting plant parts) 

was a valuable fuel for fire lighting. •

 The seeds were ground into nutrient 

rich flour that was mixed with water 

and baked on fire ashes to make 

damper. • When the black wattle 

started to flower it was a sign that the 

blackfish would be biting. • Wattle 

gum could be chewed as a sweet 

treat or mixed with water to make 

jelly or a tasty drink.• Crushed 

flowers would be made into a paste 

then placed in small pools near rivers 

or waterholes. This reduced the 

oxygen in the water which 

temporarily stunned the fish so they 

could be easily caught. • At the base 

of the trunk roots grow at the perfect 

angle for making boomerangs. The 

light strong wood was also used to 

make bullroarers. This type of wattle 

often houses witchetty grubs which 

attract black cockatoos; both 

provided food for the Awabakal 

people.  

 

 

wallaby  walabi 

 

 

Wauwai's Place  Wauwaraan 
 

where  wonta 
 

warm place  karoolkal 
 

when passing this place  antikabalowa 
Threlkelds letter to the Sydney 

Gazette about an interment (burial of 

a corpse) "They borrowed spades to 

dig the grave, and when completed, 

put some sticks at the bottom to raise 

the head, and covered the whole with 

boughs very neatly. Three men stood 

in the grave, and an old woman 

stooped down to the corpse, which 

was wrapped in sheets of bark; she 

opened the part over the ear, and 

spoke to the dead body, saying, 

'boang-ka leah, bowang-ka-leah, 

weah-lah ngaahrun; buhn-buhn, 

buhn, wonnun ngaan bah unte 

kaploah' which rendered into English 

is 'Stand up, stand up, speak to us, 

kiss, kiss, kiss, whenever we pass 

this place.'" (p.214, ARP2) MP 
 

where to?  wontaring 
 

when  yakowanta 
 

white  paral 

 

 

whereat  wonang 
 



wave yuck 
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wave  korowa 

 

 

what  minaring 
 

which way  woneyn 
 

whale  berabakaan 
The sperm whale was not eaten, but 

the black whale was.(p. 86 AG)This is 

because the Awabakal believed that a 

long time ago berabakaan had 

swallowed a man. To them, this [i.e., 

eating a sperm whale] was an act of 

cannibalism. (LC1 p. 1089) 

 

 

wear  koontimaliko 
 

which way  wontakalowa 
 

weapons  mokaal 
 

weep  ngaranpoorbariliko 
 

we-two  -bali 
 

weeping willow tree  wilka 
 

we  -ngeyn 
 

wet  kinuring 
 

west  kirai 
 

wetness  antong 
 

y 

you-two  -bulan 
 

you-singular  -bi 
 

you-singular  -biin 
 

youths  wungarapiin 
 

you-two  -bula 
 

yours  -bulanba 
 

yes  ngaba 
 

yours  -nuranba 
 

your(s) (singular)  -ngirowamba 
 

yellow-bellied glider  bilo 

 

 

you-all  -nuran 
 

yuck  wiiwii 
 



yam you (singular) 
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yam  waiyoong 

 

 

you-all  -nura 
 

yesterday  kumba 
 

yam  kokabai 
These root vegetables were a stable 

of the Aboriginal diet. Although not 

cultivated as potatoes are today, the 

Aborigines took protective measures 

when large patches of yams were 

found. The area around them was 

cleared and drainage of water 

assured"• After finding the vegetation 

on the surface you then dig 

underground to a foot deep to gather 

all the juicy roots. The roots can be 

eaten straight away, after brushing 

all the soil off or they can be roasted 

on the fire. They taste like potatoes.  

 

 

you (singular)  ngintowa 
 



 

 

 






